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N O TE

This preliminary report on the Sadd el-Aali project

has been prepared on the basis of certain assumptions

of which the most important are that (1) the design

of the project will not be radically changed, (2) the

cost currently estimated will not be substantially in-

creased, and (3) the amount of water available to

Egypt after completion of the proiect will be suf-

ficient to irrigate 1.3 million feddans of addition21

land.
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One Egyptian Pound (TE 1.0) , U. S. $2.87

One Piaster (1/100 1E) = U. S. $0.0287

One Millieme (1/1000 .E) = U. S. $0.0028

One Feddan = 1.038 acres

One Ardeb - 5.6 bushels

One cubic meter (MJ) - 1.31 cubic yards

One Milliard (of M3 of water) = 0.801 million acre feet (of water)
(MaAF)

One cubic meter per second (M3/sec.) = 35.31 cu. ft/sec.

One Meter = 3.281 feet

One Kilometer = 0.621 miles

One Square Kilometer = 0.386 square miles

One Metric Ton = 1.102 short tons

One Kilogram (kg) = 2.205 pounds (avdp.)

1,000 Watts = 1 kilowatt (KW)

1,000 Kil&watts = 1 Megawatt (Uil)

One Kilovatt (KW) = 1.341 horsepower (HP)

One Horsepower (HP) 0.746 kilowatts (1(V)
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This report is a prelmiinary appraisal of a project, proposed by the
Government of Egypt, to build a high dam (Sadd el-Aali) on the Nile approxi-
mately 6-a- kilometers upstream from the existing Aswan DTar. lTe reservoir will
have a capacity of 130 milliards (billion) cubic meters. Its primary purpose
is storage for irrigation use of essentially all of t/he armnual run-off of
Nile flood waters. In addition the project will include 720,000 kw of installed
power. Flood protection for the downstream areas wiil be provided by the d'a
and navigation conditions improved.

2. The dam itself, which is estimated to require ten years to build, and
the power generating facilities and transmission lines are estimlated to cost
BE 167 million ($481 million) exclusive of interest during construction. When
the cost6 of irrigation and drainage works, land reclamation and settlement,
public utilities and indenmities are added, the entire program is estimated
to entail an investment of BE 418 million ($1,200 million). Interest during
construction on the public investment will raise the total further to =E 460
million (UM,320 million). Of this amount at least IE 323 million i($927 million)
will be public investment of which in turn LE 136 million (x390 million)
will require foreign exchange.

3. The project is technically sound. Its reservoir capacity is the
optimum to enable the maximum volume of Nile water to be made useable. It
would be an integral and essential part of any over-all scheme for the full
development of the hile water resources. It does not conflict with, but
rather supplements, the so-called Century Storage scheme which, by providing
over-year storage in the equatorial lakes, would smooth out the long wet and
dry cycles, whereas Sadd el-Aali would provide basically for the storage of
annual flood water and smooth out the shorter-run annual fluctuations in the
river flow. Sadd el-Aali can perform this function more effectively than
other DroDosed reservoirs on the Nile which because of iladeouate storage cap-
acity would not in the aggregate ensure a controlled supply of water for
irrigation comparable to that provided by Sadd el-Aali.

h. The proJect would be the dominating feature of Egyptian economic
devel opmen/over the next decade and would no doubt strain Egypt's financial
resources.-

,c. Befor the project can be carried out there miist be agreement with
the Sudan on two points:

(a) Indemnities: The reservoir created by Sadd el-Aali would extend
sore 550 I;iloneters upstream , about 2no kilometers of which are the.h +he

Sudan. An agreement with the Sudan regarding the indemnity to be paid for
floodinlg Sudanese ter-Ltory will accordingly be necessa-Ty; and

m See reporP t!s,cnmi4-11 Moo. A.C 4nLo~/See report t'iThe EiconomaicDelomnoA EgWIN 6
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(b) Division of Water: Due to fluctuations in the present run-off
and to t,he limited capacity of eistng storage reseroirs, the useable irriga-
tion supplies vary widely from year to year, but on the average Egypt's
ammr ualltse is 49.2 milLiards and Sudants is 3.6 milliards, both measured at
Aswan.y The Sadd el-Aali reservoir would not only stabilize the amount of

water available for irrigation in Egypt, but also make available additional
annual supplies amounting (after allowing for evaporation lost) to about 19
miiliards, measured at Aswan. It has been ass-med in this report, for the pur-
pose of appraising the project, that the eventual division of the additional
supply between Egypt and the Sudan would permit the irrigation of 1.3 million
feddans of new lands in Egypt.

6. The most important benefits of the project would be in the field of
agriculture. Water rather than land is the limiting factor for agricultural

production and essentially all the presently developed supplies are now util-
ized. The cropped land available for the lar,ge and rapidly expanding agrarian
population has diminished from 0,90 feddansl! per head in 1927 to 0 70 in

3.0 lhe increase in po,.ulat.on ir Ept, now at a rate of about per year,
makes it essential that additional irrigation supplies be developed. In Egypt,

agriculture cannot be carried on wwithout irrigation. l4oreover:, a substantial
increase in agricultural production and income is required to give a much
needed impulse to the development of other sectors of the econo,y -- industry,
trade and finance -- which othenrise are likely to stagnate. Tile Egyptian

Government expects that the proJect would enable Egypt to (1) increase the
irrigated area by 1.3 million feddans, i.e. from 6.15 to 7.45 million feddans,
(2) convert about 670,000 feddans of basin irrigated land uo perernial irriga-
tion, and (3) increase yields by improving drainage and assuring a more
regular water supply. As a result, agricultural incorne is expected to rise
ultimately by 45%.

7. The second most important benefit would be derived from the electric

power which would be generated at the dam. In the first stage, the power

plants would have a capacity of 720,000 kw, one-half that ultimately to be
developed at the dam. Present capacity for electric generation in Egypt totals
about 500,000 kw and this is being increased by the construction of new
thermal capacity and by the Aswan power scheme to almost 1,200,000 kw. The

addition of the Sadd el-Aali station would thus increase the total supply of

power in Egypt to approximately 1,900,000 kw or about four times tne present

supply. Developing demand will probably require this capacity some time be-

tween 1971 and 1973. The Additional investment cost (LE 101 million) caused

by the incorporation of power features in the project is warranted because it
would make possible the delivery of power at load centers in Cairo and the

Delta at a cost substantially below that of thermal power.

8. The navigation and flood control benefits, though ancillary, are not

unimportant. By stabilizing the flow of the Nile in Egypt throughout the year,
Sadd el-Aali would make possible year-around navigation of the Nile and its

1/ Losses of 20%5 occur between the point of measurement in the Sudan (Sennar
Dam) and Aswan, the point of measurement in Egypt.

2/ One feddan equals 1.038 acres.



yownstreVar cariaIs, thlus Iower ing the cost of' bulk transport. Dy effect-
ively controlling floods, the project would save the Government certain
recuL-r ig expenditures for flood control and eliminate damage to Ilad result-
ing from seepage and infiltration during the flood season.

9. Major benefits from the project cannot be expected until after the
completion of the dam in 10 years' time and the full benefits are not likely to
be realized until some ten years after that. When the upstream coffer dam is
finished after the fifth construction year, there would be some improvement
in the control of the Nile, resulting in a modest increase in the supply of
irrigation water and raising the amount of firm power which can be generated
at the power station now under construction at the existing Aswan dam.

10. The investment in the project although large, would not be unreason-
able in relation to the aggregate economic and financial benefits which will
flow from it. The total annual economic benefits, in terms of additional
national income, would ultimately amoumt to more than a third of the investment.
In financial terms, the net potential income from power would be more than
enough to pay off the entire power investment -- 1E 101 million -- within 15
years' operation. M4eanwhile, the government's general tax revenues, including
those derived directly and indirectly from the project, would be large enough
to allow for service of the debt not retired from power revenues.
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E G Y P T

i. BACKGIO1uui

A. Introduction

The Government of Egypt proposes to build a large dam on the hile
River primarily in order to store flood waters for irrigation use, but also to
generate large quantitiesof electric power, provide flood protection and
improve navigation. Pursuant to a request by the Egyptian Government, this
report appraises the merits of this project, known as Sadd el-Aali (High Dam).
The project study is based on information obtained by Bank representatives
(Messrs. Hathaway, Joosten, and Coolhaas, consultants, and Messrs. de Wilde
and Bass), preliminary engineering studies and reports prepared by Hochtief
(a Gerrman firm), data submitted by the Jiational Production Council (an Egyptian
Government agency established in January 1953), and by the Sadd el-Aa)i Authority
and the report and advice of the International Board of Consultants.Y1 The data
obtained are sufficient for an adequate appraisal.

It is a large and ambitious project by any standards of comparison.
According to the preliminary designs, which have been appraised as being sound
by an experienced group of international consultants, the reservoir will have
a capacity of 130 rmilliards &/, enough to store the seasonal floods, smooth out
the flow of the river for irrigation use. navigation and nower nroduction, and
contain a dead storage volume for deposition of silt sufficient for at least
50 years.

r,nnst.nir+tinn of t.he dam annd ini ti1 powenmr facnili ties.- is es -ti mated_

to require approximately ten ye rs and to cost bE 167 million (exclusive of
interest during constuto)3 The entire program, exep for a later doubl;.~

of the power capacity, is estimated to require a total investment of approxi-
-a+ely T4 -460 -i.illiJon over a perilod of' 0-... .. s e ears, Of. thi, at -leas+

iE 281 million (LE 323 million including interest) will be public investment
J..L1 J..LUAJ-LSLVE . U. -,LI0.~1 0.AALk .L aOr,- VJUU.L0.JQ L. ~ '. L4 4..) X"LJ..6ULA1QL 4..A JV. Lv j 'U ' V jJJ 41-0 .~J

generating facilities of 720,000 ktn, one-half the ultimate capacity, an
Aswan-Clairo transmisJion l.L31ne 1aundl c,ltu .L4.± .LrCU. UJ.I U ir-VaLtod v 11lo1met

to increase the area of perennially irrigated lands by 1,970,000 feddans includ-
ing conversion to perennial irrigaticn oI 670,u00 feddans of land now. irrigated
by the basin method and capable of producing only one crop per year.

For irrigation purposes, the project would increase the present
annual supplies of water, now about 53 miiliards in normal years in Egy-pt and

/ See pages 16 and 17, describing the International Board of Consultants.
2/ A milliard, as used throughout this report, represents a thousand million

cubic meters.
y/ Equivalent to US $481 million, at exchange of LE one - $Z.87.
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the Sudan, by another 19 milliards. Egypt hopes it will be able to use about

ten milliards of this f,or increasing the area under irrigation from 6.15 to

7.45 million feddans'-'

Egypt, substantially without rainfall, is wholly dependent on Iile

waters for its livelihood. Outside the irrigated areas which comprise less

than 3% of the total, the country is desert. About 22 million people live

on the nroductive six million feddans. Population pressure on the land is

severe and the situation is becoming more acute each year because of the

exceedingly rapid poDulation growth in the country. By far the largest portion

of the population, about 60/%, are engaged in agriculture and live in villages

and hamlets -Farns are small. Of the holdings of agricultural land more

than half are less than one feddan and the average for all holdings is

about 2=1/l. feddans.

Water is the limiting factor for the area of land that can be culti-

vated and of the quantity and kinds of crops that can be produced. Under the

present development of the hile, relatively little additional land could be

served with dependable irrigation water and additional output can, in the

main, be achieved onl- by raising yields which are already very high. The

population is increasing anrually by apDroximately 2j% or at present by about

one-half million, and at its current rate will douible in less than 30 years.

An imrnediate and broad scale approach to the development of the Nile water

resources for their most efficient use is thus c-allee d for.

B. Existing Utilization and Storage of Nile Waters

A map of the Nile Basin is included in the appendix. A reference to

it, together with a very brief description of the Nile systemn gives an idea of

the river's potentialities but at the same time emiphasizes that the problems

for its development and use are both extensive and 'intricate. The Nile is the

dominating feature of the northeast quarter of Africa. Its basin embraces

Egypt, the Sudan, Uganda, one-third of Ethiopia and parts of Ke.nya, Tanganyrika,

Ruanda-Urandi and the Belgian Congo. All along its more than h,OOO mile course

people are affected by the river or by the water which helps for + it.

The river is characterized by a regular flood cycle with the rise

taking place in Egypt during July and August. Usually the peak of the flood is

reached in early Septenmer, at wnich time the river begins to fall and reaches

a minimum flow the following M4ay. The annual recorded run-off at Aswan has

varied from about 45 to 137 milliards, the annual mean for the last L years

being about 83.7 milliards. Of this amount in an average year about 29 mil-

liards, or 35%, wastes to the sea.

Hydrology

The known history of the hydrology of the Nile dates back further

than that of any other river of the world. Measurements have been continually

made at a river gauge erected near Cairo about 641 A. D. and records are

available for most of the time since then. The three principal streams making

up the "Main Nile," - the designation given the reach from Khartoum to the sea -

1/ One feddan equals 1.03b acres.



are the Blue Nile, the White Nile, and the Atbara. The maximum discharge
of the Nile considered at Aswan cccurs on about September 8 each year. At
this time the water components contributed by these three rivers in an average
year are as fo…lows:

Millions Percent

_I3/day Total discharge

White Nile 70 10
Blue Nile 68
Atbara 157 22

Total 712 100

The minimum discharge is about 45 million m3 per day, less than
one-fifteenth the maximum and it occurs on about May 10. The flow from the
above rivers is relatively veryr different in low flow:

1N1illions Percent
-I-'/day Total discharge

White Nile 37.5 83
Blue Nile 7..5 17
Atbara 0 0

Total 45 100

The Blue Nile originates in Lake Tana, a large equatorial lake in
northern Ethiopia which itself contributes about 7% of the total discharge of
the river. The Blue Nile is fed by many tributaries in Ethiopia and also by a
number in the Sudan of which the Rahad and the Dinder, contributing about 10%
of the annual discharge, are the most important.

The White Iiile flows from a series of equatorial lakes which drain
a large area having heavy tropical rainfall - Lake Victoria, the largest with
a surface of 67,000 square km. located on the border of Uganda, Tanganyika
and Kenya and draining into Lake Kioga, a relatively much smaller lake
immediately to the north in Uganda and which in turn drains by the Victoria
Nile into Lake Albert; and Lake George and Lake Edward, companion lakes on the
Congo-Uganda border, both of which also feed into Lake Albert. The annual
contribution of these lakes to the White Nile, which has its source at the
outlet of Lake Albert, is set forth in Table No. 1.



Table No. 1

Inf1cw and Outflow, Equatorial Lakes

(1-Iilli-ards)
Lakes

Lake Lake George and Lake
Victoria Kioga Edward Albert

Inflow from tributaries 16.0 24.1 2.2 25.0
From rainfa11 on Take 98.0 8.0 3.4 4,6

Tontal 111i.0 32.1 5.6 29.6
Evaporation 93e0 12.4 3.6 4.9
Outflow 21e0 19.7 2.0 24.7

Flows into: L. Kioga L. Albert L.Albert White Nile

It will be noted that the loss from evaporation on these lakes roughly

equals the ra-nfall on them during the year- The White Nile. carrving the out-

flow from Lake Albert, receives the contribution of waters from other torrents

and a+tains an annual volunme of 27.3 miiards by the time it reaches IMiongalla

where it becomes known as the Bahr el Jebel in the reach through the Sudd marshes
in southern Sudan between Mongalla and NvaThka.1 Tn the Sudd marshes it loses
about half its volume of water and joins the Sobat just above Malakal to form
the m,ain reach of the White Nile. The Sobat river is form..d hv two main

branches, the Baro and the Pibor, of which the Baro produces the greater quantity
of wateO All Or 4t,he Baro and a g -o+o prof +ne Pibhor wa:ter .omes from

Ethiopia. Both rivers are large streams in the wet season, June to December, but

have all xi iuicU flow during t.he dry season. The BahrelJebelandthe
Sobat contribute an annual flow of 1h.3 and 13.3 milliards respectively making
the headwater ilow in this reach of the WLite Nile 27X6 milliards in an average
year,

The White and the Blue Niles jolin at KhartoLum in the Sudan to form
the Main Nile. Some distance downstream the Atbara River, which has its head-
waters in Ethiopia, empties into the Nile. During the period from January to

June it is dry, but during the peak flood it contributes as much as 22% to the
discharge of the Nile measured at Aswan.

Historical Development

1. Use of Nile Waters

Irrigation has been practiced in the Nile Vailey sice the uegnning-

of agriculture in predynastic times. Tradition has it that the building of

dykes to contain floodwaters for the first basin irrigation practices began
about 3h00 BC. Under this ancient system, the land is divided into basins of

from one thousand to 40 thousand feddans by the construction of dykes, and

flood waters are let into the compartments to a depth of one or two meters.
After from 40 to 60 days, when the river has fallen, the areas are drained and

a crop is produced by use of the residual moisture. In addition, the deposition
of silt, under this system of irrigation, adds to the soil fertility. There

still remain in Egypt today about 670,000 feddans watered by a very effective

system of basin irrigation, although only one crop annually is produced,
Modern perennial irrigation development, as we know it, achieved



by means of large scaie cvcntrol svructures 'or dive'ion and storage of water
for supplying irrigation canals throughout the year, dates in Egypt from the
completion of the first barrage in 1861. DY 1890 the area under perennlal
irrigation in Egypt was 2.9 million feddans, and this used up the whole of
the natural flow of the river durung the low period before any storage dams
were built. At that time there remained in Egypt about 2 million feddans
under basin irrigation. The first storage dam, Aswan1 was coapleted in 1902
and, at the height first constructed, stored one milliard.

A decade later plans began to mature for further conservancy works;
In the Sudan a barrage was planned which would supply irrigabton for 100,000
feddans in the Gezira triangle where the Blue and White Niles meet, But the
exceptionally low water in 1913 (one of the four lowest in recorded history)
sh6owed that a storage dam at Sennar would be necessary and that with a reservbir
of the capacity originally proposed, 300,000 feddans could be irrigated.
At the same time the Egyptian Government was considering construction of a dam
at Gebel Aulia on the White Nile not far from Khartoum. Progress on this
scheme was interrupted by World War I.

In 1920 the Egyptin= Government outlined a series of projects under
the title of "Nile Control."'I/These consisted of the Gebel Aulia dam, the

Sennniar dam an nrdditonnal bhrrage (Nag Hnmadi) on the i'ain INile in Egypt,
an Upper Blue Nile dam and developments in the Sudd Region and for Lake Albert
storage, but the accuracy of thle data on which the nrnnosals were based was
widely attacked and the "Nile Control Commission," an international body
composedA' of +1-t-he engners was inted bh tne ERvptinn G(overnrnent The

British Government and Cambridge University each nominated one member. The
Amercan Go-ver,-rent nominated 1rr H. TO Go.^ Thisc Nil Go.n+.rol Gommissi n

was asked:

a. to report on the physical data on which certain of the Nile
con[Lro.l projects adi bUeen based

b. to report on the best allocation of the increased available
water at each stage of development; and

c. to advise on the apportionment of costs of the proposed works.

In its report dated August 25, 1920 the Commission unanimously
supported the underlying data and a majority recommended a "wvrkable solution"
of the problem of apportioning costs. On the division of additional Nile waters,
however, the Commission founid it imnpossible at that time to reach

Based on a report, "Nile Control," by Sir M4urdock MacDonald, then
adviser to the Egyptian HLinistry of Public Works.
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agreement.~

Although the Egyptian Government delayed action on both Gebel Aulia
and Nag Hamadi, the Sudan proceeded with the construction of the Sennar dam
which was completed in 1925. This proved to be a more expensive undertaking
than originally estimated and to justify the costs the method of operation
was changed so as to irrigate a much larger area (now actually 890,000 feddans)
than the 300,000 feddans originally planned for.

Because of these activities and as a result of agreement between
Great Britain and Egypt, another group, designated as "The N2ile Gomnission,-/
was established in 1925 "for the purpose of examining and proposing the basis

1/ Mr. Cory proposed that the followiTng general formula be applied:

1. Each country should have "a vested right in perpetuity to the supply
of water when and as beneficially used by it during the past few years;
2. the unappropriated water possible of use...should be divided...so
as... in each case to permit irrigation of like percentages of the super-
ficial area of arable land unwatered but irrigable and lying witnin the
watershed of the stream; 3. the cost of all works ... as well as all
maintenance and operation charges ... should be shared on the basis of the
quantity of conserved water each shall be entitled to receive measured at
the noint sf conservation."1 However, if either countrv does not wish to
or cannot "advance its share of the first cost of any conservation work,
its fni lure to io so in no sense stons it from eventuallv particiDating
in the full use of the works aforesaid upon due payment of its proper share
of the cost." Mr. Gror'y added: "=.. i it may be well to notice the suggestion
sometimes made that the allocation of water should be based upon, or at
least take into acconmt, the population of the momPent. Such an idea is
untenable ... the very essence of water rights is that lands acquiring
them should be assured of continual irrigatinn in future."t

Thet +tvt. British .^-mlni m'4 +3%Tn s "were ilonable t. HodeideP nrPpi sl7T uvha
proportion of the increased supply of available water ... should be
alloan+td t.o -. m+. mne +.ho qiirIn elspctively- because it has been i m-
possible to obtain sufficient data on which to base any reliable forecast
of the probable rate of increase of irrigation in the S " an." As to N'-.
Cory's views they stated: "W1ie feel that, while his findings may be
t1heorea4 lly ic m core 4+ is 4rpossible, on 4nnanna l nd other points

to apply them in present circumstances."

The majority view prevailed and no action was taken under hjir. Cory's
~LA±1IU.~.. J.1IIV J tLU±LLI WLC L L UZL.VL L JV, UJJIJJVO A IL0.O OU~V. A j*, JJ & V 'JV ~. , 0O.0 , -_0.0

for certain of the proposals in the current Egyptian-Sudanese discussions
concerning a division of th:e additional Nile waters which the Sadd el-Aali
will make available.

/ Appointed January 1925, with Hr. Canter Cremers, a Dutch engineer, as
Chairman and with Mr. R. M. MacGregor and Xr. Abdel Xamid Suleiman Pasha
as members.
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on which irrigation can be carried out with full consideration of the interests
of Egypt and without detriment to her natural and historic rights." The
report of this Commission, dated i"iarch 21, 1926, -vas i1ncorporated in an ex=
change of notes in May 1929 between Great Britain and Egypt which is known
as the ";ile Waters Agreement" of i929.

2. The "Nile Waters Agreement" of 1929

The March 1926 report provides for "Iworking arrangements," drawn
up by the authorities of Egypt and the Sudan, to control the operation of
storage and the use of water in the Sudan. It goes further and specifies
that, except with the previous agreement of Egypt, no works should be con-
structed or measures taken on the Nile or on its tributaries, in the Sudan or
in the territories under British administration, which would affect the flow
of the river in such a way as to cause prejudice to the interests of Egypt.

This "Nile Waters Agreement" is the basis of the present alloca-
tion of water to the Sudan. It was intended to provide "a practical working
arrangement which would respect the needs of established irrigation, while
permitting such program of extension as might be feasible under present con-
ditions and those of the near future, without at the same time comprormising
in any way the possibilities of the rrnre distant future." The "lworking arrange-
ments" were based upon recognition of the fact that for many yrears past the
whole of the natural flow of the river during the low period had been used
for irrigation in Egypt, and by pumps already established in the Sudan. This
established irrigation had to be respected, and to permit this, it was pro-
vided that the Sudan's further requirements at this time of year should be
met entirely from stored water.

The period when the whole flow was already so used was found to
begin on 19th January at Sennar, but for convenience the "restricted period"
*^w7as defined as beginning on 1st Januarv. there being added to the Sudan's en-
titlements agreed quantities of water to be taken from the river from 1st to
18th January. The water used on all addition2l areas under pump irrigation
in the "restricted period" is replaced in the river by the release of corres-
ponding -,n+-es of e frr Senar resertroir in compensation_ Th whole

F'~~~L ,_LO - `J.VL -SI WVz n in h h l

use of water by the Sudan during the restricted period is recorded in the
ann.ual "Water Account, Iin which the Sudan receives credit for the contents of

Sennar reservoir and her other entitlements, and is debited with all the amounts
of wa-te used under the various heads The Nile Gnmmission found that the

"restricted period" ends, and the "period of surplus" begins, on 15th July
at Serar (provided by tha dae e si flood has reached a certain
minimum discharge). During the "period of surplus," the Sudan is entitled
to take water into the Gezira Canal up to certai maximum daily rates, to fill
the Sennar reservoir, and to flood the areas under basin irrigation in the
Norsthern Pro vince so far as the natural rise of the flood perm ts. Irrigation
by pumps is unrestricted from July 15 to December 31.

3. Other Developments

A further raising of Aswan reservoir was not included among the
projects considered Dy the Nile Commission. Ho-wever, in 1929 the Egyptia.



Government approved a large program of irrigation works which included both

this project and the previously deferred project for the Gebel Aulia reservoir.

The second raising of the Aswan dam was completed in 1933, increasing the

capacity of the reservoir to 5.4 milliards. Th.e construction of Gebel Aulia

reservoir was completed in 1937; its capacity was 3.6 milliards, but owing
to heavy losses of water by evaporation in the reservoir and during transmis-

sion down the river, it increased the water available at Aswan only by about

2.5 Milllards.

C. Operation of Existing Irrigation Reservoirs

Use of Nile water is presently limited to the amount that can be

obtained fro,, the lmited capabilities of the storage dams which are located

at Aswan in Egypt and at Gebel Aulia and Sennar in the Sudan. The combined

capaciles of lthe Aswan, Gebel Aulia and Sennar dams is about 8.1 milliards.

Aswan Reservoir

The present Aswan Dam can be filled to R.L. 121-/ and has a capacity

of 5.411 milliards at this level. During normal years, storage in the reser-

voir begins when the river has fallen to 91.0 on the Aswar, gage which occurs

generally in the early part of October. Filling is completed by the end of

January and storage is released as soon as the natural river begins to fall

below irrigation requirements.

Sennar Reservoir

The Sennar Dam, situated on the Blue Nile in the Sudan about 200

miles south of Khartoum, was first filled in December 192'. The reservoir is

used to irrigate the GeziKa plain in the Sudan and originally had a storage

capacity of 781 million m;, which was sufficient to supply about one million

feddans. During the period of 1950-52 the dam was raised to provide additional

storage and the reservoir now has a capacity of 929 million mJ, or about one

m4i L a. %

The irrigation season in the Gezira begins in the middle of July,

after the reservoir level has been raised sufficiently to divert water through
the man; canal, In October and November, after the crest of the flood has

passed, the reservoir is raised to full level. This stored water remains

until January when the natural supplv fal-ls short of the combined requirements

of Sudan and Egypt and after which the Sudanese must draw only on the supply

stored in the reserVoir. Trrigatinn of cotton in the Gezira ends in March.

Gebel Aulia IPserVoir

The ebel Aulia dam. in the Sudan 40 kilometers south of Khartoum on

the White Nile was completed and partially filled in 1937. The water surface

Reservoir level, or elevation in meters above sea level.
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thereafter was raised 50 centimeters higher each year until the design level

was reached in 1942. The maximum head on the darn is around 6.5 meters and
the capacity at full reservoir is about 3.6 milliards.

The stored water is used entirely by Egypt for irrigation. Filling

begins in July and is completed in October, the rate of filling depending a
great deal upon the stage of the Blue Nile as the reservoir is operated to
provide a measure of flood protection for Egypt during the filling period.
Storage is released beginning in February and the reservoir is emptied usually
by the first of Mlay.

D. Schemes for Overall Development of the Nile

The further development of the Nile and the apportionment of the
benefits therefrom among the inhabitants of the Nile Basin has been the pre-
occupation of river planners for a long time; and in view of the wide political
ar.d economic Al-+-I oAf hc bjec,r+. it has n2tura l also created much

controversy.

Any future planning regarding the use of the Nile water resources
mI-sU's obviously- take into account the I4ile as a whole and proceed from the
assumption that no development project can be undertaken without consideration
of its effect on the entire river and the inhabitants of the Nile Basin.
Water conservation and utilization, to the extent that it alters the regime
of the river or the availabilitr of water in any part of the Basin, As snex-
tricably bound up with the life and habits of the people affected.

Probably the best known and most comprehensive scheme was proposed,
after years of investigations and plann-lng, by- Miessrs. Hust, Black and

Simaika, experts on the staff of the Egrptian Ministry of Public Works. It
was brought out under the title "The Future Conservation of the Nile" as
Vol. VII of the series "The Nile Basin" published by the Ministry in 1946.

The authors of the report discussed in detail the principles of
overyear storage which had been advanced in the Nile Control plan of 1920,
and set out the various projects which in their opinion represented a compre-
hensive scheme of development for the Nile as a unilt to meet the expected
future needs of Egypt and the Sudan. They made their projections on the

basis of records of natural flow over a period of 100 years and hence charac-
terized the scheme as "Century Storage." The basic need for the Century

Storage scheme develops from the fact that due to the variations in the river

flow from year to year there would be many years when the annual storage

reservoirs at Aswan and Sennar particularly could not be filled with silt-free

or storable water, with the result that in a low year there would be a double
shortage resulting from the combination of low flow and inadequate storage.
Since this shortage could only be met with hold-over storage from a previous
period, a plan for overyear storage was considered necessary.

The "Century Storage" scheme when presented was described as "a
comprehensive plan for the development of the Nile,il the component parts of
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the natural flow of the river. The accompanying schematic diagram of tlle

project!, iciuded in the Centur-y Storage illustrates how th.e scheme works as

a unit,t The main projects in the scheme are:

a) A large reservoir in Lake Victoria, controlled by a darn at the Owien
Falls, to form the main reservoir for Century Storage, and to aiso proviud
hydroelectric power for use in Uganda. By means of this reservoir water will

be stored in good water years to supplement the supply of bad ones.

b) A regulating barrage downstream of Lake Kioga to create an auxiliary
for the Lake Victoria reservoir. By maintaining storage in Lake Kioga, an

increase of the discharge from Lake Victoria can be passed on without having
first to raise the level of Lake Xioga, thus avoiding a delay of two or three
months.

c) A reservoir in Lake Albert to control water from the Semlike River and
also the large quantity which in time of unusually heavy rain comes from the
tributaries of Lake Kioga. The Lake Albert dam will be the regulator which
controls the amount of water sent down from the lake plateau to the Sudan
and Egypt.

d) The Jonglei Diversion Canal between Jonglei and lilalakal to carry a
large cuantity of water which would otherwise-flow in the Bahr-el-Jebel and

spill into the swamps of the Sudd region, where it would disappear by evapora-
tion and transpiration. Thus the reeulated water from Lake Albert wrniid -e

able to pass the swamps with only a relatively small loss as compared with the
50 p-r rcnt lost at present.

e) A dam nt. thp nutlet of Lake Tana. if the lake is used to its full
capacity, to provide water for increase of cultivation in the Sudan, a measure
of Century Storage and aresprvpe in case of an emergency in EZVDt. such as

was caused by the record low flood of 1913.

In addition to the overyear storage reservoirs the plan contemplated
that two addl4 -

;-" onal nnual storage reservoirs uldr1 ri hp. eon qtructec - as follows:

f) A Main Nile reseroir -which cou1ld store in the. average year about
three milliards and, in addition, up to five milliards of flood waters during
the- _-_'l flood. ne of he sites- for a dam.r fovr scih a reservoi wasnea.r

Merowe at the Fourth Cataract,29rd the alternate site was near the Dal cataract
between Miero-we andi IaT Halfa.-

g) As a supplementary project a barrage across the ile to di-vert water
into the Wadi Rayan depression which is located near Beni Suef, about 100 kms.

1/ From "The Nile," by H. E. Hurst.
f/ The M4erowe and Wiadi Rayan projects were under study by Sir M. MacDonald

and Partners. It was reported that later studies indicated that the cap-
acities of both reservoirs could be increased somewhat. Under the revised
scheme Merowe could provide 3 milliards and Wadi Rayan 3.5 milliards
during the timely period.
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south of Cairo. It has a maximum depth below sea level of 50 meters and
storage would be limitei to the evanoration from the lake, probably around
1.2 milliards annually. The main value of the project would be for flood
protection, although some beneficial use could be made of the stored water
for irrigation.

The need for these two annual storage reservoirs would be eliminated
by construction of the Sadd el-Aali project.

Uwben' Fa'l.ls .Daii - Lake Vi.ctLoria

991 1 , agreemen'u was reacedu etuween Dr±ta-n and Ely-pt fo tF.e

construction by Uganda of the dam at Owen Falls, to provide overyear storage
in Lake Victoria, and a large hydroelectric po-wer station. The regulation of
Lake Victoria is the very simple one of maintaining an outflow from the lake
equivalent to the long time mean. The dam is now complete and the power
station is in operation, but use of the lake for storage will not begin until
compensation due to flooding tnat Egypt should pay is settled and sufficient
time has elapsed to enable harbor and other works round the shores of the
lake to be altered to suit the future increased range of water levels,

Lake Kioga

The records of the losses of the Victoria Nile in passing through
Lake Kioga do not cover an adequate period of time to give an accurate index
of the flow regime but indications are that Lake Kioga is probably a source
of a net loss ranging from 1-1 to 41 milliards a year. There is a possibility
of constructing an embanked channel to shut off the Victoria Nile from the
lake and save most of the indicated loss. The possibility of constructing an
embanked channel or utilizing Lale Kioga for storage has been deferred, pend-
ing future investigations.

Lake Albert

The question of the volume of water to be stored under the Century
Storage scheme in Lake Albert is still unresolved. Uganda has proposed a
storage limitation of 14.5 ms. on the Butiaba gage (the official recording
station for the lake) under normal operating conditions and 18.5 ms. under
maximum flood conditions, but opoose a higher lake level because it would flood
a rather large area of agricultural land. The Egyptian Government would like
to raise the level of Lake Albert for Century Storage to around 35 ms. on
the Butiaba gage which would provide storage under normal conditions of about
139 milliards and which would take care of the natural rise of the lake level
in a high runoff year such as 1917-18. The Sudan is expected to support the
conclusions of the Jonglei Investigating Team which recently recommended that
the permissible level on the Butiaba gage should be 25 ms. since storage at
this level would equalize thp Iong-time mean annual discharge from the lake.

lj See footnote 2, page 10.
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Jonglei Scheme

Water flowing from the equatorial lakes to join those of the Sobat

near nalakal to form the mai;n White Nile must pass through the wide marshky

flood plains where, as mentioned above, water spills through the swarmps for

miles on either side of the winding main channel. Only about half the water

entering the region, known as the Sudd, emerges notwithstanding the addition

of nearly a meter of ra-infall during the year. A recognized necessary adjunct

to the Century Storage scheme is, therefore, a canal to bypass the marshes.

Such a canal would be cut from Jonglei on a direct line about 280 kns, in

distance to the present White Nile channel near Malakal. Under the Jonglei

scheme three canals would be cut in3 six stages and when ^ompleted would have

a combined capacity of 80 million m3 per day (80 M/d). According to the

original schedules, the canal capacity would be completed to the 55 I`/d stage

by 25 years after work is initiated. If the Sadd el-Aali project is construct-

ed, the 55 TA/d (or as presently proposed, the 60 M/d) stage, which would allow

the timely flow2/ to be increased by 7 milliards, would be sufficient for

the optimum advantage from the scheme. Some advantage would be obtained after

about 13 years of the construction period when tne first cut is scheduled

for completion with a capacity of 10 M/d which would increase the timely fl&w

by one milliard. Reasons given for undertaking the project by steps is that

it would permit present navigation to be maintained and would provide a mini-

mum of interference with the living habits of the natives in the Sudd PiarsA

region. About a million people will be affected b the contemplated altera-

tion of the river regime anl river-rain pasture 2J for approximately a quarter

of a million animal units -/ will be lost.

Because of the very great importance of this project the Governor

General of the Sudan in 1946 annointed the Jonglei Investigating 'eam to

study in detail the proposals submitted by the Egyptian Government, and after

a full inves+igation of all facts and alternatives. to make a report and re-

commendations. The Team, whose work covered the period from 1948 to 1954,
-s just completed its M- ort which has been nublished. The Team recommended

modifications in the proposed engineering works and in the methods of opera-
tion of the project so as to lessen the impact on f.he people affected, The

Team also recommended that compensatory mneasures, mainly for irrigation, drain-

age and for agricultural devMelop.ment, be undertaken in the regaon entailing a

capital cost of about LE 12 million and involving the use of about 0.6 milliard
of water arinua±ly. It suggested that the period of construction be extended

longer than the 25 years now contemplated so as to make more gradual the

changes in thre lhydrological regi,me and facilitate th-e readjustments within
the zones affected.

"Timely flow" or "timely period" refers to the portion of th-e year

(February 1 to July 31, in Egypt) during which natural flow in the river

is insufficient to meet irrigation requirements.

2/ The intermediate flood plain, adjacent to rivers, lying between the

swamps and the highlands.

3/ One animal unit is one head of cattle or 8 sheep or goats.



take Tana Storage

in 1935 an agreement was reaehed between the technical represen+=
atives of the governments of Egypt and the Sudan for development of a

reservoir in Lake Tana in Etniopia. Tne project is expected to provide a net

benefit of 2.7 milliards of storage which, after deducting losses in transit,

should provide about one milliard of additional irrigation waber for both

Egypt and the Sudan if the net additional supplies were divided equally. If

and when the Century Storage scheme is executed, Egypt and the Sudan agree
that the overall benefits may be increased by operation of the Lake Tana

storage in conjunction with that in the equatorial lakes. However, their

proposed negotiations with the Government of Ethiopia are at a stand-still.

Supplies estimated to be developed by Century Storage

Century Storage as planned can only be considered in combination

with the natural flow of the river. Hence Century Storage projects are

designed to function in low water years to supplement the natural Nile flow

in the timely period from February through June. The authors of the Century

Storage scheme estimate that the quota it would dependably deliver during the
timely period of low water years would, on the average, amount to 7.3 milliards
measured at Aswan.

Table No. 2

Supplies Estimated from Century Storage

M4illiards

Natural river, February-July mean 15.4
Storage in Aswan, Gebel Aulia and Sennar 8.1

Total of present mean supply 23.5

Additional average annual supply dependably
delillrelred hy Gerinntrv Stonrae:

Frotm Anuatorial lakes 5e2
From Lake Tana 2.1

Sub-total, guaranteed from
over-year storage 7.3

Total, without additional annuil storage 30.8

Accordiug to Egy-ptia n estim,ates, the supplemental -annual storage

reservoirs of Merowe and Wadi Rayan included in the Century Storage pro-
posals would provide respectively 3.0 and 1.2 milliards 4i, the FAbr .y to

July period thus raising the total annual supplies to 35 milliards.

1/ Under later plarnning the Iierowe nd WTadi Pyn reservoirs would be en-
larged soniewhat which, in turn, would increase the February to July supplies
by an estimated 2.3 milliarud. See footnote onV page 10.
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in dry years through greater overyear storage facilities in the lakes could,

as far as thle equatorial lakes are concenLIed, bie r,ade availble only if the

Jonglei scheme were carried out and the losses in the Sudd marshes were
greatly reduced. The supplemental -waterflow would also vary fro-- year to

year and would be largest in years of abnormally low supply. The range in
withdrawals would be between about five a id eleven milliards annually wth
a careful account being kept to avoid depletion of the reserves.

Estimated cost of Century Storage

Accurate cost estimates for the projects included in the Century

Storage scheme cannot be made at this stage of the pianning. The Lgyptian

Government has made global cost estimates however, and has estimated bene-
fits in water as follows:

Table No. 3

Estimated Costs and Water Benefits from Projects in the Century Storage
Scheme

het Feb. through July
Approx. Cost benefit in IIilliards

Project E 1'iillions (measured at Aswan)

Lake Tana reservoir 8.0 2.101X

Ea,itorial lakes

Lake Victoria reservoir .2 (included in

Lake Kioga reservoir L.O Sudd canalization)
TLake Alb-er+v Ieevn 'A.0

First-4- -,4- 1i0 Mr 5,IA o7I )

First canal 271 PVd 8.0 1.45 ) 5.20 total
Second canal PO MIAd 8.0 3.00 )

Th> .-d canal 80 .N,/d -6,0 3.00 

Fourth Cataract (Merowe) dam-- 350 3*U00
1./

Wadi Rayan reservoir _Y 30.0 1.20

Totals 122.0 14.50

To be shared equally between Egypt and the Sudan.
1/ Egypt's share of cost only.
3/ This canal would be used only in exceptionally low water years.
41 NOot needed if Sauu el-Aali is construct-ed.



II. THE SADD EL-AALI pROJECT

Against this background the Sadd el-Aali project, which has been
conceived only in recent years, must be examined not only in order to
assess its technical feasibility and soundness but also to determine
whether it is consistent with a proper scheme for the development of the
Nile River water resources as a whole along the lines set forth in the
preceding pages.

A. Technical and Engineering Aspects

The proposition that it is feasible to construct a high dan on
the Main Nile in Egypt with a reservoir large enough to store the annual
flood flow, considering the deposition of silt, was tested by a thorough
discussion among experienced engineers and hydrologists, notably in the
New Delhi conference on High Dams in 1951, with the consensus that it
would be practical to build such a project. With this point favorably
decided the Egyptian government engaged the German engineering firm of
Hochtief and Dortmunder Union to make an investigation of possible sites
and preliminary designs of such a project. Following this the Government
retained the services of a group of international experts. having ex-
perience with the particular conditions to be encountered on the project,
to appraise the soundness of the proposed site and design.

This group, called the International Board of Consultants, was
composed of the following:

Dr. Karl Terzaghi of W4inchester, Massachusetts, an internationally
known expert on dam design, probablv known best as the originator of modern
techniques in soil mechanics and foundation engineering.

Mr. I.C. Steele of Piedmont, California, a consulting engineer
and formerly Vic-e President and Chief Engineer of the Pacific Gas and Elec-
tric Company, San Francisco, California.

Dr. Lorenz G. Straub of Minneapolis, Minnesota, head of the
Denartment of Civil Engineering and Director of St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic
Laboratory, University of Minnesota.

Mr. Andre Coyne of Paris,France, a prominent internationally
known consulting engineer who has been responsible for the design and
construction of more than 50 large dams.

Dr. Max Preuss of Essen, Germany, who has designed and supervised
construction of numerous dams utilized in supple tig e water suppl
for the Ruhr district of Germany.

In addition to the Board of Consultants, the Egyptian Government,
upon the recomn-endation of Dr. Terzaghi, reta ned the services of Mr E. Ischy,
Director of Soletauche, Paris, France, who has broad experience with the
current methods of grouuting foundations for dam,,s including those construc-ed
on cohesionless sediments.
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According to their contracts with the Eevptian Government. the
consultants were given the following assignments:

a. To study the designs proposed and give their opinion thereon;
to pronpose nrr modifications to the design that thyv m-ight consider necessary
to insure safety from the hydraulic and military point of view; or to improve
t tc+.hnic-all rr +t ¶-mreduce i+t.s t±. wi+hot mi rinc it.q trhnical sitability

for all conditions.

b. To study problems of sedimentation and scour that might result
from construction of the dam.

c To propose .y other alternative constructi, on rI,/vr dsig-n

which would, in their opinion, be better or more suitable for the high dam.

d. To study and check the program and methods of execution and
mAt r1 as-Por -ons-wuc.on,n ba.r.cng in mr;d +; 41 ,-.r,A r,nAd A;orcs ,A -ts+-r

requirements for irrigation.

e. To study and check the estimates for all items.

f. To recommend the imoortant basic points to be included in the
_e^ca"-n fr mater al and meltl-U -' -- 4- uc4spec ,;ai un ur ma=;aL L,IIu- W.Luuocnsr on.

Conclusion of the International Board of Consultants

The consultants considered two different sites, No. 1, located 6.5
kilometers (kmns) upstream from the existing As-wan DamT, anAd NO. 2 'known as
Xalabsha site, located about 45 krns upstream from Site No. 1. Although the
stream channel at the Kalabsha site is much narrower than Site No. 1, the
terrain on both sides of the valley is so low that the crest of the dam would
have a length of about 20 ims. Foundation conditions at Site No. 2, were in-
ferior and impervious materials were not to be found in the general area.
Also the topography at Site No. 2 would make it difficult to construct a dam
equipped with an upstream clay blanket. The consultants, therefore, decided
that the dam should be built at Site No. 1.

The important conclusions of the consultants _for Site No. 1 are:

a, A rockfill dam equipped with a clay core, an upstream blanket
and grout cutoff, with the dimensions proposed by the consultants, is as safe
as the safest among the existing earth and rockfill dams resting on sediments
because it is protected against failure by two independent lines of defense;
an upstream blanket and a grout cutoff.

b. Because of the vital importance of a satisfactory solution of
the diversion problem in the construction of the project, the problem of the
design and construction of the cofferdam received special consideration. The
consultants concluded that a cofferdam can be built across the Nile Valley up-
stream of the dam site without any risk whatsoever of a failure during or
after the construction of the cofferdam. Hence, it is established beyond any
doubt that the dam can be built in accordance with the design.

1/ "Report by the Board of Consultants on the State of the Project for the
H4gh,L znC3D&.," Nover,.b6r_28, L1951.
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c. The time required for constructing the dam depends entirely on

the time at which the excavation of the diversion tunnels will be completed.

Every year of delay in the completion of the diversion tunnels delays not only

the completion of the dam by at least one year, but it also increases the

cost of construction of the dam on account of the restrictions which will be

imposed on the regime in the existing Aswan Dam. Therefore, the consultants

considered it essential that the excavation of the diversion tunnels should be

started without delay.

General Features of the Dam

In the layout of the dam, the diversion tunnels are to be located on

the right (East) bank and the power tunnels, powerhouse, and emergency spill-

way on the left (West) bank. The riverbed at the centerline of the dam is at

elevation 85 ms above sea level and the crest would be at elevation of 196 ms,

giving a maximum height of 111 meters or about 365 feet. Qvailable data

indicate that the backwater from the dam would extend some 550 kms upstream to

the third cataract which is about 200 kIns within the Sudan. The final topo-

graphic maps now under preparation by the Army Map Service, Corps of Engineers,

Department of the Army, (U.S.A.), may change this distance somewhat as the

backwater may extend only to Dal cataract, a distance of 500 kms. The town

of -.Jadi Halfa in the Sudan will be flooded. The population displaced by the

reservoir, both in Eevpt and the Sudan, estimated at 60,000 to 70,000 will

have to be relocated. 1/

The following is a suimary of pertinent information on the dam and
reservoir: LTngth of thRe dam between abutments, 5,000 ms; length of river

channel section, 550 ms; base of dam along stream channel, 1,300 ms; top of

flood control pool, 182 ms; top of irrigation nool; 175 ms; top of sediment

storage, 147 ms; base of sediment storage 85 ms. Placement of all materials

in the dan, T,oo0,ono ri3; p of rfil11 27,j60;000 m3; nlacement of

dune sand, 4,600,000 m3; placement of clay core, 2,885.,000 m3; placement of

coarse arld fine .L Ier, 2, I 7 00 m3; placement of silt, I _nn 3. Storage

volume of reservoir, 130 milliards, of which 30 milliards is dead storage for

deposition Of slt, 70 MilLiads is for irrigation and 30 II1li s f

control.

Diversion Tunnels

The river diversion plan provides for seven urained diversion

tunnels, 10.5 meters in dianieter. A i+n of the dam. the divrersion

tunnels are to be used for flood control purposes. The diversion tunnels

average about 2,160 ms in length and the seven tunnels wil havte a discharge

1/ An accurate estimate of the population requiring relocation will depend

on surveys of the reservoir area.
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capacity uinder a head of 20 meters of 11.000 m3 ner second. The excavation
of the diversion tunnels totals 7,957,000 m3, all of which will be placed in
t.he ncfferHAm Pnd the main da m

The PowTer Statvion

'The -oT.Ter station iT;l ho 1. ̂ +, in ,inr oy--r'r-nA r'nuvsrn,no in thi loft.

or West bank approximately on the axis of the dam and will ultimately comprise
four stations each equipped with four sets of Francis tirA t-hines with gen-

erator each of a capacity of 90,000 kw (120,000 hp). Of the 16 units ulti-
mately provided f,P- e

4
iht+ T.yb11 lnsl ln++itialr A retuyir isow

under way to assess the desirability of installing a fewer number of larger
turlbo-genrators t-h-Oriian , nly planned, perhaps 12 tor 135 MJ wb.ile main-

taining the total capacity of the first stage, to be built during the initial
lten yrears, at ab-out 2,0 +ga oin ypand

'1y. - 4't -'I 4 h 4 fo, 4.i,,aA.. powe Odel are in +Ile L-ed at-
I i Le JAL.L " eLI '.L o line L. UIL FL U,I.IO. ~' p -. UU1~.14-I 0J. ~, .I -Si _--iiiisa0

vicinity of the upstream tow of the dam. The 4 power station caverns are
p'Lacedu dLeUep i.Lnto e gridLLte iLr tlheu left N1.l UdIIA Wi.thi Ultl;eL onIItLLUUdLinld-L

axis in a straight line and approximately under the axis of the dam. The
siue of ute ±riba-te luIfl[IC±L is au ele-Ivau±n 1.3 m,ete abov sea lel and

is fixed in relation to the minimum upstream reservoir level of 147 meters.
The power tunnels, excavated in solid granite, are to b'e concre±te lined (in
contrast to tie unlined diversion tunnels in the right bank.)

The power water tunnel of each of the four caverns is circular with
a diameter of 12,7 meters and bifurcates first in0to two tunnels of 9 meter
diameters leading to the gate chambers. From here the tunnels are again bi-
furcated into 6 meter ttinnels each equipped with a butzerily vaive to control
the inlet of water to the separate turbines. Each power station will be
equipped with two surge tanks connecting witn the upstream side of the draft
tubes. Outlet water from each two turbines will be collected on the down-
stream side into tailwater tunnels of 11.5 meters diameter.

Each cavern will be equipped witn two overhead 150 ton cranes. Air
conditioning equipment is included in the design. Each of the four trans-
former caverns will be equipped with 8 single phase transformers of about
85,000 kw, each. The installation includes a stand-by for each three trans-
formers in service. Transformation will be from 15 to 400 kv, with provision
made for transmission at the latter voltage to Cairo, a distance of approx-
imately 770 krns.

The 9,115,000 m3' of rock excavation from the power intake tunnels,
power caverns, surge chambers, inlet and outlet basins will be used in making
the fill for the main dam. In order to minimize storage and rehandling of
materials, these excavations will be scheduled in the 5th, 6th and 7th years
of the construction period. The construction equipment and organization from
the diversion tunnel excavations work will thus be available for the power
tunnel work. In order to benefit from the economic handling of materials,
excavations will be completed for the contemplated ultimate power installations
while the main dam is under construction.
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T n4 r-n i-f +1-q TThwn

Design of the e Dth
Uocl,tie' subiited to the consultar+s f.t~o 91ternativTe design for

the dam, One design involved protection of the dam against seepage by means
of a clay blanket on the upstre&m side of the core iOA with a hroad in-
verted filter on the downstream side ("1horizontal sealing'"), and the other
for const,uction of the dam. wit a short upstream. blaet and a concrete cut-
off wall extending from the base of the clay core to the surface of the bed-

~iU1I~ ~ I1~ ~LU, UIi'L UbJO. LLL VI 1L, ~, %,U - -- ~-- I .
L rOck, som, e 250v M,s below th bas of th cla cor +'c^.mbi.e - l+io-')

Thle Boar-d ofL Consu"'ts adopt-Ced 4th1Le desirgn fo~r a "Idama wit- oi

zontal sealingt", recognizing that as a defense against possible damage in
wartime the design sho-uld be supplemented by plugging the voids of the coarsest
layers of the subsoil in the river channel under the dam by injecting into the
sediments a clay slurry with a slight audixture of portland cemenlt ;nd some
chemicals. The dam would thus be protected against failure by two lines of
defense, (a) tne blainket, ana (b) the grout curru,ii.

Design and Construction of Upstream Cofferdam

The primary function of tne upstream cofferdaim uur-lng construction
is to divert the water of the Vile into the diversion tunnels. The lowest
portion of its base is at elevation 85 and the top elevation l35. The
principal difficulties associated with the construction of the upstream
cofferdam are due to the fact that the major portion of the construction
materials must be deposited on the bottom of a body of water with a depth
of at least 20 meters and that a body of water which will flow over the
crest of the cofferdam during the period of construction may reach discharges
of as much as 10j000 m3 per second. The consultants concluded that the lower
part of the cofferdam could be safely built during the three years required
for the excavation of the first four diversion tunnels by denositing and
compacting the construction materials in horizontal layers up to elevation
105. Fowever, the existing Aswfan Dam which controls water levels up to
elevation 121 greatly facilitates the construction of the upstream cofferdam
and permits the corntrol of possible scour of miaterials from the cofferdam.

Of particular interest in connection with the proposed water regu-
lation during construction is the fact that during the fifth construction
year the reservoir created by the cofferdam could be held at elevation 125
meters thereby providing an additional storage of L 5 milliarcb over and above
that normally stored at Aswan Damn at elevation 121. During the sixth year
this additional storage would be raised to 3 milliards. More recently certain
Egyptian experts have indicated that as much as 6 milliards could be temp-
orarilv stored behind the cofferdam. However, until it is definitely estab-
lished that storage of such volume would be compatible with the safety of the
eofferdam; it would be inadvisable to rely on this higher estimate.
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Progrnm of rlnnqtruetion

The onnl1tants agreed that the dam could be built within the time
limit of 10 years) however, they also stressed the importance of first estab-
lish ing an adequate organizati on for nreparirha the . i-ntomtmry plan-s and specifi-
cations and correlating the results of experimental examination with the design
ofW various poXe nrti+.ons of cthfmint.1iirin Q11(4'h :iQ +.hp Amc;n of e of t ut.l m t works

for the diversion tunnels and of digesting the results of field investigations

Problems of Sedimentatiohi and Scourin.g
BecaISe of, the volr^1Mn ofr sedv.r. ttnMotd he Milo Aiiring-

JJ~,.JO~~A AL Vt. WI -S t.1 - - --JI~.~ - -t- - -J - _ _

certain seasons of the year, construction of the Sadd el-Aali Dam will create
problems tha+ may be A-" as-. follows:

lo Jpositin of sedim n e re ser voi . WAI

LjUDeVO.s4tno-1 and erLosioln Of -Oed;-L-2ntAS i&ImMedi-ately aU-tre-m

and dowinstream of the dam itself;

3. Problems of sedimentation and sco'uring in the Nile River
fromri HsIwan Duo the 1itdJUttraneari Seaz

The torrential rainfall on t'he Abyssinian platieau helps to bring
down large quantities of silt in the Blue Nile during the flood period.
Situdies of the annual sediment deposits of- the Nile at Luxor, made in
connection with excavations of ancient temples extending as far back as
3,000 B.C., show that for the past fifty centuries, at least, the Nile beL
tween Aswan and Cairo has been depositing part of its silt load with a result-
ant aggrading of the stream'oed. Captain v. G. Lyons (Physiography oI the INrLie)

states that the average rise of the streambed due to these deposits is about
0.10 meters per century, so that some 5 meters oI ailuviai sediment nas been
laid down in historical times. Upon the basis of available sediment records,
it has been assumed that 90 million tons of suspended and bed load woulU ue
deposited in the reservoir each year and that after consolidation, these
deposits would amount to about 60 million m- annually. The reservation of
30 milliards for the deposition of silts would thus provide storage for that
purpose for a period of 500 years.

The existing dam at Aswan is operated to permit high river flows to
pass without significant retardation and the reservoir is filled from the
receding flood waters each season, Consequently, there is now little deposi-
tion of Nile River sediments in the existing Aswan reservoir,



Towering of the qtreambed through controlled scourine (degradation).
within limits, would be beneficial to the valley, notwithstanding the special
remedinl measunres that would bep no...qnrv nt. the main c-nnal diversion struc-

tures and navigation locks. The Egyptian Government has retained Dr4 Li G.
Straub especlally for the purpose of mapping out a program of aggradation 4nc
degradation studies, principally concerned with degradation that might occur
iVi-1-na 1\th 1 Nile triver vhvn.nl doI f,-r,n +.I-) tge A CI,-n TDMM forll n I ^ITi M7 -r,mnl t.i m

of the 8add el-Aali project.

B. VY4Z+n'V~' +VT 1n Pn1n ('. +.eN LT*' n'isqtr ge C-apacity in -eao ------ tql^l

Altho10 gh- records of r4ve- stage ha-vE b-e obtaired since I7180o

the Nile below Aswan, an accurate calibration of the stage-discharge relation
for this gage was not availabr1 -Yple until, construction .f the As-J-nan im wna cm

pleted in 1903. Shortly thereafter, the discharge sluices for the dam were
accu ately calibrated andU eLiLaLLeI rcords U are avaiLable I tiiV a sA all

flows have been passed tlhrough the sluices of the dam. Discharge records of
the NiLLe for ItLhe pUlimod 18O-419Je hIVave betenI cU11LpJUVzU us.-ng. tlhe stage-diCscUL aL.rge

curve obtained by means of the records subsequent to 1902. The high flood
discharge for the period 187u-1902 miay be sorn&-hat questionable, but the
summer supply over the entire period is considered to be less than 5% in
error, Th±e stregam-flow records at Aswan for the period 1870-1902 are con-
sidered satisfactory and for the period that is so critical in the determi-
nation of the storage requirements for Sadd el-Aali, namely 1899-19y3, hie
flow records are very reliable.

Available Water Supply at Aswan

All of the Egyptian publications pertaining to water supply place
a great deal of emphasis on the flow oI- the Nile during the Oitimelyu

(1 February-31 July) and "untimely" (1 August-31 January) seasons at Aswan,
However, the construction of the Sadd el-Aali dam would, for all practical
purposes, entirely control the runoff of the Nile River at the site. There-
fore, in considering the Sadd el-Aali project, the division of the water year
into two separate periods ceases to be of any significant importande to Egypt
although remaining of importance to the Sudan.

The annual runoff of the Nile River at Aswan has varied from about
63 to 137 milliards annually, with the exception of the one year 1913-14,
when the annual runoff was only 45.5 milliards. Obviously, no sound policy
of irrigation expansion can be based on such a variable supply.

The average runoff of the Nile River at Aswan for the period
1870-1953 (83 years) is 92 9 milliards. Examination of the records for the
period 1870-1898 discloses that the runoff was well above the 83 year mean,
averaging 110.3 milliards whereas for the most recent 54 years of record,
1899-1953, the average runoff was only 83.7 milliards.



Storage of Flood Waters in Sadd-el-Aali Reservoir

The carntity of surplus water made available for use through con-
struction of Sadd el-Aali and the share on which i -Eypt could depend for use
is appreciably affected by up_stream consumptivc uses. Except in thc Sudan
these uses for irrigation developments have be-en ii-oaeoueiitiaI and as far
as can be foreseen will, as a practical matter, remain sot, Egypt has been
utilizing the low flow of the Nile for centuries and, as new storage has
been created as in the cases of the Aswan, Gebel Aulia and Sennar dams agree-
mOnts have been made between Egypt and Sudan, the countries most concerned,
for a division of the additional supplies. The proposal for the construction
of sr-ch a reservoir as Sadd el-Aali brings the problem into sharp focus as
Egypt would be enabled to use the total run-off of the Nile and, in the
absence of an agreement with other countries affected, particularly the Sudan,
might establish preferential rights to the entire supply unier the Doctrine
of ApproDriation. In order to justify the expense of the project Egypt must
have assurance of the lninterrupted use of at least the minimum quantity of
water recuired to make the project viable.

Supplies developed by Sadd el.Aali

The Sadd el-Aali reservoir, with usable or live storage of 7U,
mil linrl for i rrigatin and an additional 30 milLiards for diual use of flood
control and irrigation, (the remaining 30 milliards being reserved as dead
sqto rage , fo- rrln c deposiion- ofr s4ilt) has bee n deterl mined to be oD- the optm_ + 
capacity to enable the maximuw volume of Nile water to be made usable, Such
a storage would, on the average, provide a min m of 82 to 83 r4l i44ds per-
annum, from which losses in the reservoir wouild have to be deducted--/

The losses in the new reservoir, based on studies of the existing
Aswan reservoir, were estimated by the Government of Egypt to amour.t to ap-
proximately 10 milliards annually. This estimate is based on the average
anrnual daily loss by evaporation from the Aswan reservoir of 7,4 millimeters,
or 2.66 meters per year. This loss when applied to the net surface of the
full reservoir of 39810 souare kilometers (after deducting tlhe area of the
natural river included) between levels 175 and 182 indicates an annual loss
of 10.1 milliards or about 7YA; of the gross storage.

In the Asmwan reservoir the actual experience of loss is com,puted
to be 7% of the gross storage and if this percentage is applied the resulting
estimate of losses in Sadd el-Aali, when full, would be 9d1 milliards annually
As the reservoir falls the losses are continually reduced, due to the reduc.
tion of the surface area. Whrnen the flood storage is withdrawn, for example,
losses from the volume remaining (100 milliards) would occur at an annnual
rate of between 7 and 8 milliards. No attempt 'Was made to reflect seepage
losses in the figures. Net seepage or absorption loss in the Aswenreservoir,
considering return flow, has been variously estimated between 0 to 0,9 mil-
liards annually. In view of these CAellations, the Egyptian estimate of

lX Report: n-ydrologicai Investigations on How the Maximum Volume of the
Wle 7ater M4ay be M4ade Available for Development in Egypt and the Sudan1t by

11" andU D-lack, Jaziuay 23, 1,
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losses ajppears ti 111t-12L u adiD seemns Justi"lab±le tu as-SuMite tht- tlhl-e Losses

in aadd el-A81i will not exceed 9 milhiards annually. Furthermore, after
completion of Sadd el-Aali, the operation of the Gebel Aulia- reseevoi- 1o1

the benefit of t,gypt may be disconlt.inued because of its relatively high
losses (nearly 2 milliards out of a total reservoir capacity of 3 e6 milliarCs'
This would reduce overall losses and thus provide an additional factor of
safety in the amount of suuplies to We developed by Sadd el-Aahii

if from the average controlled annual flows of 82.5 milliards esti-
miated to be ootainable by the Sadd elAali reservoir) 9 milliards would be
lost by evaporation, a net suxpply of 73o5 milliards would remain, Egypt's
present reouirements of 4b92 milliards and Sudan's of 3a5 nilliards, to-
gether with the 2 milliards lost at Gebel Aulia gives a total measu-red at
Aswan of 5h.8 milliards which wihen deducted from the net supply indicates
a surplus of 18e7 milliards to be apportioned between Egypt and Sudan) as
indicated in table 4,

Table Mo. h

file Supplies Developed by Sadd el-Aali

I,illiards, measured
ITile Supplies at Aswan

Average Annual controlled supply
available after construction
of Sadd el-Aali 82,5

Deduct:
Egyvttts use 49.,2

T,osses at flebel Anlia 20

SudanSs use 3.6

Total to be deducted 'Th51A

New mnean annual mannlies to be stored in
Sadd el-Aali 27.7

Estimated annual loss in Sadd el-Aali 9.0

Net of new usable supplies developed by

Egyptian engineers have contended however that a certain volume of
water should be set aside for rioa.-ian uses such as navigation, dormiestic uses,
sanitary uses and salinity control, and that this volume should not be
charg~ed aginst DmypL i ±Y.U± -dga±ion a"c'iment. urt-g certain years moreover
it is necessary to discharge some excess water from the reservoir. It is
rg,ypt-s cUntentUol taUll 4 MisL_Lards shoula ce allucated for bresu purpusesc
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The conter.tion +tht na substantia a ' once shouldr1 beh mnard fo-r naviga+ti n use
particularly does not appear to be valid. On the Nile, outflow to the sea
is blocked zt the end of' the flood season maldng, in. effect, inland lakes

back of the barrages and in the irrigation canals, Additional flow would
nio' be requireud uto ma-intain navigation depths in ein
sense ordinarily necessary in flowing streams.

Capacity and Operation of the Sadd el-Aali Reservoir

The water level in the Sadd el-Aali reservoir would be lowered at
least to elevation l75 eacn year prior to the annual Nile flood so that 30
milliards of storage capacity would be available for flood protection.
Actually the top 30 milliards of capacity would perform a dual function for
irrigation and flood protection. During years of high flow the reservoir
would always be filled at the end of the flood season, but during years ol'

subnormal flow it would be necessary to draw on hold over storage to make up
for the deficit in flood runoff.

Reservoir regulation studies based on ranoffs for the period
1870-98 show that the reservoir would be completely filled each year. How--
ever, under conditions like those prevailing during the period 1899 to 1953
which includes many years of subnormal runoff, the reservoir would be almost
entirely depleted of reserve storage during such a period. The degree of
depletion wqill depend on the level of irrigation water use and somewhat upon
the division of the supplies between Sudan and Egypt. Reservoir operation
calculations were made by Egyptian engineers for the period 1899 to 1953 on
two assumptions. In the first case, it was assumed for the purpose of cal-
culations only that an additional 19.2 milliards (measured at Aswan) were
divided 10.8 milliards to Egypt and 8.4 milliards to Sudan so as to bring
total uses in the two countries to 60 and 12 milliards respectively. Under
the premise that the reservoir was full at the beginning of the period,
this hypothetical operation indicated that all withdrawals would have been
met and that a small but adeouate reserve above dead storage of 6.2 milliards
would have remained at the end of the low cycle in 1916. However, if cir-.
cumstances were such that the reservoir started to fill at the beginning of
this neriod of subnormal runoff, the active or live storage in the reservoir
would have been depleted at the end of the 1914 irrigation season. In fact,
it would have been necessary to draw on the 30 milliards of storage reserved
for sediment to the extent of 5*2 milliards.

In the second case, it was assumed for the purpose of calculations
that only an additional 16.29 mnliards (mea-sired at Asuan) were divided
10*8 milliards to Egypt and 5.4 milliards to the Sudan so as to bring total
uses in the two colntries to 60 anrd 9 millinrds re*nectivPly UTnder this
assumption, the proposed capacity of 100 milliards is sufficient to take
cas-e of 'Egjjts revuir6leme-s --en t hough stlorage wou"ld begi;n at th- beg-inn-r ff

of a series of years of subnormal runoff such as those prevailing from
1 O~e% .~ - 1 %-
±UY7 bo .13).

If a reasonable cormJpromise carn be reached on the division of the
surplus water between Egypt and Sudan, the proposed irrigation and flood con-
trol capacity in the Sadd el-Aali reservoir of 100 milliards is fully



Justified on the basis of preliminary regulation studies. The wTell defined
flood season of the Nile permits the dual use of the top 30 milliards of
storage in the reservoir for both flood control and irrigation, thus pro_
viding an added factor of safety for irrigation storage.

C. Relation of Sadd el-Aali to Comprehensive Nqile Development

Long-term or Century Storage

The Century Storage scheme outlined previously would not, except
for the two annual storage projects included in it, conflict in any way with3
or be a substitute for Sadd el-Aali. Greater storage capacity in the equa-

torial lakes would smooth out the long dry and wet cycles of runoff on the

Nile and would make worthwhile the construction of the Jonglei canals to

reduce flood losses in the Sudd, thereby increasing the ou2ntity of water

arriving in the Sudan and Egypt. Supplementing this there must be adequate
annual storage capacity to provide a stable flmT of the Nile throughout the

year. Sadd el-Aali would perform this function and thereby make ulmecessary

the Merowe and Wadi Rayan projects. It would stabilize the annual flow of

the Nrile between Aswran and the sea, prevent in most years the wastage to sea

of flood waters; nrovide complete flood protection for all downstream terri-
tory and provide a potential for an enormous ouantity of electric power in
Egypt. It wTould provide some hold-over storage from years of abnormally high
run-off for use in dry years, but this hold-over storage wyould, of courses
be li-mited to the actual flao arriving at the reservoir and the capacity of
the reservoir is not sufficient to store the excess from a long period of
wet years.

Thuls after Sadd el-Aali is finished it will not only be possible
but also desirable to proceed with the eciuatorial lakes storage and Jonglei

schemes. These would on the average increase the annual flow obtainable

from the Wnhite Nile by 5.2 milliards and thus yield important benefits sup-
plemerntin those ofSaddel-Aali. Moreover; they would ensure that no
spilling would occur at Sadd el-Aali during unusually high flood years.
Altogether t>hey would make it possible tc -- n---. rompletel-y the entire

runoff of the Nile under all conditions.

The timing for the execution of the two schemes is widely dif-
ferent. Sadd el-Aal; should be bi-lt in ten yerars, ith at least some bene-

fits accruing after the fifth construction year from the storage by the
upstrea.m cofferdam. The ut lUzat-Lon of s frcm the Centu-r Storage
scheme will be limited until realization of the Jonglei scheme which will

takce 25 years or lorger. Some benefits, how-eever, can be realized after

about thirteen years, by completion of the Jonglei canal to partial capacity.

Sadd el-Aali as substitute for other annual storage schemes

Sadd el-Aali is, however, a substitute for other annual storage
schemes including the Nlerowe and vfadi Rayan projects added to the Cenrtury
Storage scheme by the Hurst-Black-Simaika study. The most compreh.y7 sive
of such proposals was made in Januarys 1954 by Mr. H. A. IVIorrice, -_

1/ "The Development of the Main Nile for the benefit of Egypt and the
Sudan", issued January 23, 195h.
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dams, listed below, to be located on the main Nile and to serve the multi-
purpose objectives of irrigation, flood control, navigation arid poweir for
the benefit of both Egypt and Sudan. The global estimate of the cost of
the projects in the Morrice proposai was in tne oraer of 41 200 million.

Table No. 5

Projects in the Morrice Proposal

Probable Probable
Project Storage Power

(milliards) (kw thousands)

Sabaloka gorge, near 6th cataract - 35
Fifth cataract 2 75
Hamdab island, at tail of hth cataract 10 150
Dal cataract, betweei. 2nd and 3rd. cataracts 25 -
Semna gorge, between 2nd and Dal cataracts 5 190
Second cataract 3 1-10

Not included in the list is the ladi Rayan reservoir about 100 km. south of
Cairo (.already mentioned and which wJould have a maximum flood storage capa-
city of from 1,2 to 3.5 milliards, a very small portion of which would be
usable for irrigation), or the Rioseires project on the Blue Nile for which
planning is already in an advanced stage and. which would have a capacity of
3 milliards.

All these reservoirs combined would have a storage capacity of less
than 50 milliards as compared with 100 milliards for Sadd el-Aali. They
could hardly be regarded as a substitute for Sadd el-Aali. According to
water management studies their combined capacity would be inadeouate to re-
gulate the Nile for irrigation. The relatively small size of the reservoirs
make insufficient provision for silting. would provide inade uate holdover
capacity from year to year and pernit very little flood control.

Some storage will have to be created in Sudan to enable utiliza-
tion of NTile water in the Sudan. One project, the Roseires dam, has already
been worked out for this purpose. It is to be built on the Blue Nile at
the Damazin rapids about 100 kilometers downstream from the Ethioni an border
While originally planned for a storage of about one milliard, Sudan's
consultin.g enier now adv.ise t-hat its capacity be increased to im.pound
3 milliards at an estimated cost of 0E 21.2 million.

D. Inteimational Aspects of the Project

The Nile is preeminently an international river, the river basin
embiiracir.ig the -whole or parts of eight ccunt'es, an' "here havre been a nmfberL,LL LVIU± U± IJdr~ 0 r~L~IIj L1b±±IL , uLL III I L 11 V U ~I L.LLUILLJ.

of international negotiations and agreements affecting various existing and
proposed uses and controls 1J1 of the Mile. Thlle Sadd el_-Aal project is comLple-
mentary to the various proposals and arrangements which have been made for
over-;year s orage in the great Central African Lakes, to the Jonglei Sch(Memre
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for passing waters by tne Sudd marshes, and to the Lake Tana storage project.
No proposal has ever been seriously considered, nor for practical reasons is
tLhere any likelihood of a project in the future, which would divert a signi-
ficant quantity of water from the Nile or its tributaries upslyeam of the
S-udan or Egypt to the prejudice of either of those countries.' Although
Ethiopia and one other of the equatorial lake countries have expressed concern
over the proposal to construct the Sadd el-Aali project, information available
to the Bank .oes not indicate that its construction will have an adverse ef-
fect on any of theme

But an international agreement between Egypt and the Sudan, includ-
ing the assent of the Sudanese to the Sadd el-Aali project is essential. The
reservoir created by the project would flood Sudanese territory and if the
Sudan assents thereto, compensation wrill have to be paid by Egypt. The two
countries have taken steps to reach an agreement as to the division of the
new supplies of water, estimated at about 18.7 milliards, which the project
will make available for use. Nebotiations between Egypt and the Sudan were
begun late in 1954 and a number of proposals and counterproposals have been
discussed by the t,i.o governments, but thus far no agreement has been reached
on these matterse

2I Furthermore, Article III of the treaty between Great Britain and Ethiopia
establishi no the frontier hetween the Suidan and Ethionia, signed at Addis
Ababa on M1ay 15 1902, binds Ethiopia "tnot to construct, or allow to be
constructed, any w-ork ac o.ss the Blue -le, Lake aTa- or the Soba which
would arrest the flow of their waters into the Ilile except in agreement with
t s Dritnc Ma-jestyls Governrment and the Goverrnt of the Sudan'.
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E. ORGA17IZATICN AND Kii.-: EE 7T

The Govern.mient of Egypt will administer and direct all aspects of
the Sadd el-Aali project. The project was sponsored as being of vital import-

ance to the country by the Permanent Council for the Development of National
Production, a new agency of the Government created by the Revolutionary Junta
for the purpose of studying, promoting and executing, where necessary, pro-

jects to develop and exploit the natural resources of Egypt, including both
the products of the soil and of industry, as well as projects for the develop-
ment and expansion of internal and external trade.

The Sadd el-Aali Authority

Subsequently, the Government has created an autonomous organization
called the "Sadd el-Aali Authority" to which has been delegated the responsi-
bility for organizing, planning and supervising the Sadd el-Aali project. This
is a high level body not only to carry out the project by making the basic
policy decisions regarding contract arrangements and supervision of the pro-
ject, but also with authority to call on all other departments of the Govern-
ment to perform duties necessary to its completion. The membership of this
body as presently constituted is as follows:

Wing Commander Hassan Ibrahim, Minister of State for Production
Affahirs

Mr. Ahmad Abdou El-Sharabassy, Minister of Public Works
Dr.- AbPd Monetnm Fl-Khayssouny Minister of Finance and Economics
Dr. Mohamad Abo-Nosseir, Minister of Commerce and Industry
n. Abdel-GalilEl ary, Managing Director of the Nile Ginning Co.
Mr. Hussein Fahmy, President of the Permanent Council for the

DevelopMent onf' National Prnduictinn

Colonel Samir Helmy, Member of the Permanent Council for the Dev-
eloment of National Production rtry nrl of the

Sadd el-Aali Authority
D -.LfVT---LaAl, -= I C. Member^ r t *Permnanent Gouncil for the…

Development of National Production
r,.^9 r;xV+b,T 1:/ 7 r7n P

4
'2rl m,e +11o C nll v d Prarv! x; on

Mr. Ahmad Fouad, Member of the Permanent Council for the Development
ofP Nati+onal Vr-;U,+ion

Dr. Mustafa Fathy, Permanent Under-Secretary of State for Ministry

Dr. Hassan Zaky, Head of the Sadd el-Aali Administration

Extensive use of consultants has been availed of in developing pre-
limin. --ary p±aiis fVo t,h oauu el±I-Ai A pVUJect- . A_o__ .Lthe more *4port-+ ser=

vices has been that rendered by Hochtief and Dortmunder Union in making sur-
veys, borings, and preliinary plans `nd estimates. This phase of the engin-
eering work was completed in late 1954. The role and composition of the
International Board of Consultants and the assignments thlus fau completed have
been described earlier in this report. The Authority has made arrangements



with these consulUantus o continue perioduc rev±ews of' the designs, specif4ica-
tions and construction methods for the project, and to advise the Authority
on technical management and on the solution of technical problems as they
arise during execution of the project.

The Bank, in its letter of April 8, 1955 from President Black to the
Egyptian Ambassador, advised the Egyptian Government that in its considered
opinion the Authority should retain a firm or group of firms of consulting
engineers specializing in the various aspects of the project and should dele-
gate to them the organization, planning and technical supervision of the pro-
ject. Tne Bank in giving its advice suggested that the consulting engineers
would draw into one effective organization the competent Egyptian technologists
as well as the supplementary foreign experts required.

The Authority, after considering the alternatives of employing a con-
sulting engineering firm or of building an independent organization around a
corps of experienced key personnel under direct employment by the Government,
decided to adopt the former course of action and on October 30, 1955 signed a
contract with the firm of Sir Alexander Gibb and Partners to act as consulting
engineers to the Authority on the civil works sector of the dam and, further-
more, to have overall responsibility for review and coordination, and for
advising the Authority with respect to the engineering work on all the other
phases of the project. Prior to the consummation of the contract with Sir
Alexander Gibb and Partners, representatives of the Bank, at the invitation
of the Authority, met with the parties concerned to comment on the qualifica-
tions of the consulting engineers for a job of this character and on the pro-
posed terms of the contract.

As a result of its study the Bank concluded that the Gibb firm could
render satisfactory engineering services on the project, especially so under
the contemplated arrangements whereby the firm will supplement its staff by the
addition of specialists where necessary. Although under the terms of the con-
tract the function of the Gibb firm is to "advise and assist" the Authority
on all important matters of engineering, the contract provides the framework
within which the Gibb staff can properly perform satisfactory engineering ser-
vices on the project. The Authority's officers have assured the Bank that it
is the intention to seek Gibb's recommendations on all important engineering
questions, and outlined to Bank representatives the scope of a future statement
of working relationships between Gibb, the Authority, the International Board
of Consultants and the Contractors as evidenee of this intention. The Bank
was assured, furthermore, that all such proposed working relationships will be
discussed and agreed upon with the Bank in the event of Bank participation.

The Authority has awarded four separate consulting contracts (for

hydraulic tests, grouting tests, sand compaction tests and a study of the lay-
out of the undergrolund works) to very competent specialized firms. The
results of these tests will be reviewed by Gibb, and where appropriate also by
the International Board of Consultants.
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Construction WTork

Contracting procedures were extensively discussed at conferences
held in v;niahington at+.e i 15QI rndl in Cairo at+ the bebirminu of lo%( b-

-tween representatives of the Bank and the Governmient. It was agreed that
previous plans to let all the n orks ina single negot-a+ed contract to an
international consortium would be abandoned and contracts for the component
parts of the -roject A.ld be, a 4-,-t to sl e4,r,t ve rs,-n I rtemy%+ ic + p iton.

Over-all scheduling and coordination of construction contracts will be

maaged by- af"e Corns-' -t4ng->^ieMn- nnni }r P rInn P,vo,1 c- v,r 4nr ,-n,-c

rl'11C-ter com.ple-It-ion ofIL' ScJaddAlu Vel-AaCl__', the p1%J ect, wL.L.L LU%4u.L.Lwr kcLd.U.J.f 

mianagement and expert operation. Besides ordinary maintenance, the operating
prob1lems wilVl nai-urally fall into tcwo quite dlffern1tiI _cag eL th

relating to water management for the benefit of irrigation and the business
U± generatdUJng ndU dlbUbLV LLUUJ!II1 YUk1JU1'* QJUUVIUlUIaUUJI LUAbtJJeV L41 tUW WIL"te it
should be close, need not be difficult once priorities for water use are
established as an operating policy. Egypt possesses an outstanding irrigation
service with a well-trained and experienced organization. The management of
this dominant pnase of the project presents no problem. A complete reorgani-
zation of the Government's power administration will, however, be necessary.

An Autonomous Power Authority

Completion of the project will create a probler; of coordinated opera-
tion of all the power generation and transmission facilities in Egypt, most of
which will be Government-owned. The problem is made more urgent by the fact
that the initial availability of the large powJer resource created by Sadd el-
Aali wjill make necessary the drastic reorganization of transmission and dis-
tribution systems, tariffs, and previous methods of conducting the power
business. Steps taken at the outset for the handling of the Sadd el-Aali power
supply will have a crystalizing effect on the ccuntry's system and powier poli-
cies for decades to come.

The Government has general plans for the establishment of an autono-
mous Government-owned corporation to bring about the unified operation of its
power facilities and for their coordination with private utilities and industry.
IThile the precise form for the agency has not been determined, the Government
recognizes that an organization to plan and manage a business such as the power
business must be flexible and able to make day-to-day decisions promptly. In
addition to the organizational autonomy necessary to enable it to function
efficiently and successfully, it should have a large degree of financial auto-
nomy to enable it, for example, to make extensions and alterations to the
power system to best meet the requirements of the business operations served.



The Production Council has taken a forward step in this matter by
the employment of the Electricite de France (EDF) to assist it in its studies
and power planning. Under the terms of a contract entered into in March 1954
between the Council and EDF, the company was engaged to conduct the necessary
studies and recommend a desirable organization and power policy for the Gov-
ernment, together with drafts of needed legislation. The surveys and studies
being carried out by EDF encompass the full range of physical and technical
factors which should influence the establishment of a sound power program for
Egypt, including a study of the country's resources for the production of
power, transmission and distribution problems. forecasts of demands for elec-
tric energy, costs of production, rate structure, etc. The company's report,
which will be used as the basis for further discussions and planning of the
power program, was completed in September 1955. The information contained in
it has been used in aDDraisine the Dower aspects of the Sadd el-Aali DroJect.

F. cOST OP THR PRO.TERT

Thn total invetnment eost of the entire project, incluiding one-half
the ultimate power installations (i.e. 720,000 SW out of 1,440,000 KW), the
transmji3s7on lin- an the lnrid -ren 1 mation and settlement program, and
extending over a period of sixteen years, is estimated as follows:

Table No. 7

Cost of Sadd el-Aali Project (in millions)*

Foreign Foreign Local Total Cost
_change -cag C09t Trot-1 Cost4 1n uV-.-4 -" L IM1V %.ILd.L1rt: %.Uji U I LtO.J u'.Z.' 1. -Li IYjU..V-

(USI, (£E) (£E (E) alent US$

1. The dam and civil works 1/49 52 58 110 316
2. Powe~r eqju.LplJIn anu

transmission facilities 126 44 14 57 165
3. -rrigation and related

facilities 72 25 78 104 297
4. LneRties and resele-

ment 6 2 8 10 29
Sub-Total353 123 1 i5O 21 8O7

5. Interest during con-
struction 37 13 29 42 12U

Sub-Total, public
investment 390 136 187 927

6. Private (or public) in-
vestments in reclama-
tion and housing n.a. n.a. 17 137 393

Grand Total Investment 390 136 224 460 ___20

Exchange at 2E one -=s4.87

* Figures rounded.
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T'^eUOL,±! X. L 0±' of , cos .rc reatsonable and-I are thie Uesu obuta14Lb-IZ

considering the present stage of developrent of engineering planning for
the project. Wiith the exceptions noted below, the esti.mates of cost g-i-ver.
above were as prepared by the engineers of the Egyptian Government in
collaboration with Hochtief. They were based on local conditions arnd costs,
including experience on the power scheme now under construction at Aswan.

The International Board of Consultants reviewed these estimates
in considerable detail but did not accept full responsibility for them, although
appraising them as reasonable. Representatives of the Bank spent several days
with the staff of the Production Council checking the cost estimates and compar-
ing unit cost values with the existing contract prices at Aswan Dam. As a
result of these dicussions the estimate for the contingency for the civil works
and power items was increased from 5% to 10%. An over-all contingency for the
project has not been added, for the reason that a contingency allowance is
included in the estimates for the several phases of the project.

It should be noted that the estimate in this report differs from that
of the Egyptian Government in a number of respects:

(1) An additional investment of 6E 15 million in transmission lines
and interconnections has been added on the ground that such facilities are
necessary in order to ensure that all of the power to be generated at Sadd
el-Aali will be effectively marketed. The Egyptian Government estimates make
provision for the main Aswan-Cairo transmission line, but nct for additional
transmission and distribution links in the delta below Cairo. The addition to
the estimate for transmission lines was based on the recommendations of
Electricite de France to the EgyPtian Government after the original estimate
was compiled, and on unit costs applicable to Egypt. Considerable additional
public investment for distribution facilities will be necessary for expansions
of existing systems and for service to new areas. In the normal operation of
distribution services; contemnlated to be a function of the municipalities,
the receipts from. sale of power are usually adecuate to develop the systems
without, as a rul- anv rc11 on t1he Gnovernment 6udget. The total public expen-
diture for the project would need to be correspondingly increased, however, if
this polic-v now eontemplated; is not followed.

(2) The cst rof the mainr irriiAtinn; drainage and numning works
has been increased slightly (by bE 2 million) in line with more recent figures
suibmittedr by" ecrtim+an xn s It shouildl 'hp rnoted t.hat. these Gost estim,^tes

cover only one million feddans (aside from the conversion of basin-irrigated
land) because it is expected that i-rrigation and drainage fnilitites for 3009000
feddans costing LE 11,650,000 will have been completed by the middle of 1956.
A1 1, -V,-s ~,AA- +1, p ^f '~ w'+.gztlfp pyna v~i nv ±b t10 Intp ,m,Altug.h. ro.ot .in i he esti-nte ot projct expen-difures, -he lt - -
should be considered part of the total cost of the project even though it has
al-readly ber --- ent.-

f-3 MI_ - -- 4 ,, -4A 4 - l-.A_TD ;1 e; s TL A+A +;k )) ±IJJU I1W VO%J9U!Ja UV ' 4, LLU3 . J -1Y w U . 1 or in v J S&v t" I'slet ..

roads, public utilities, schools, hospitals, etc., on the 1.3 million feddans
of reclaimed land, while the Egyptian Goovernment had muade meno allowance for
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such investment. On the basis of conversations with Egyptian officials, it
was considered reasonable to estimate this investmrrent at approximately
LE 15 per feddan.

(4) The cost of reclaiming the new land (other than that of major
irrigation and drainage works) and of housing orl the new lal as bueern added

to the over-all investment required by the project. This additional investment
totaling ;E 136.5 iiillion, could be either private or public, although, for
reasons to be enumerated later, it would be preferable to have it undertaken by
private enterprise. The reclamation expenditure would be for the cons truction
of subsidiary irrigation and drainage canals, land levelling, de-salting where
necessary, and appropriate cropping to bring the land -up to rnorm,Lal standards
of fertility. The cost has been calculated on the basis of recent experience.
For housing an allowJance of 1E 25 per feddan has been mrade. Tris is substan-
tially below the expenditures now being incurred in certain model settlement
projects which have been undertaken by the gpvernment but on a standard which
can hardly be envisaged for all new land.

(5) To take into account the need for financing interest payments on
loans contracted for the project an amount of E 42 million has beerl added as
"interest during construction" for the 13-year period required to build the
dam.

A tentative attempt to project these expenditures year by year has

been made in table Nlo. 8 below. The total investment would be made over a

period of about 16 years. Dhming the first 10 years total public and private
investments to be financed would average almost LE 35 million annually, and
necessary public investriment almost LE 30 million per year. Around 90%/' of the
total public investment would fall in the first 10 years. The total direct
foreign exchange component of public investment would be approximnaely TE 136

million or an annual average of LE 13 million in the first 10 years.

Of the total public investment of LE 323 million (including interest
during construction), LE 222 million would be necessary irrespective of whether
or not power facilities wtere installed at Sadd el-Aali. In other words,
LE 101 million is the additional investment necessitated by the installation
of the powfer plant. The latter includes the cost of the civil works for the

power features in the dam, such as power tunnels and caverns, and of the
turbines, generators, transmission lines and such other mechanical and
electrical facilities as would be directly required for power. All these
total LE 88.5 million, to which a proportionate amount of the allowance for
interest during construction, namely LE 12.5 million, has been added.

It is expected that these estimates will require further revision
when more detailed planning will make it possible to determine more accurately
the total expenditures on the various components of the projects and the
probable scheduling of these expenditures.



TABLE NO. 8

SADD EL-AALI PROJECT - FnYPT

ESTIMATE2I INVESMENT COST 0F lIOGH ASNAN DAMI AND RELATED IIORKS

D[V1nOiIT COST YEFARS: ______________Total

I. PUEL)C

1eA and Civil. Worka (Stage One)
*t4a. 46.o~~~1 1 88 

Yersign 10 6 3 3 2 2-
Dan aznd Civil Worics (Stage Two)

Tptal, 12 13 1 :lo 9 9 64s.o
Forei.gn 10 6 3 3 3 3 28.0

TeLrbines and Generatorm
Total. 2 2 4.5 3.5 2.5 1.5 16.0
ForeiLgm 2 2 4 3 2 1 14.0

Tx,an-'isioan Linae to Cairo
TotaOL 2 4 4 5 5 4526.5
ForeiLgn 2 3.5 3.5 3.-5 3.5 2.5 18.5

AdLditional franrniissiotn Lines and
I.nterconnections

TO tal. 0.5 1 0.5 1.65 1.7 71. 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.7 1L.7 1.5 17.0
ForeiLgn 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.1 1.1 1. 3 1.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 IL.3U.

Svb-Tota)., Constmuction
To tsl 11.0 11.0 8.0 10.5 27.0 19.5 22.1L 20.2 17.7 1.2.2 1.7 1.7 1.7 IL.7 1.5 167.5
ForeiLgn 10. 6.0 3.0 5.5 18.0 12.0 1-1.6 10.6 8.8 5.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 I1.3 96.0

Conversion of Basin Lands to
PlerenndAIalIrri gation

Total. 1 3 5 6 6 Z1.0
ForeiLgn 1 1 1 3.0

Recla-tion Costa: Includes Irrigation
Elmping Statioina, Mainc Canals, Drainage
f'or one millionm feddanw

TO ts. 7 9 8 7 7 5 5 5 5 2 60.0
Forei.gn 2 6 3 2 2 2 2 1 1 21.0

Other Public Works: Inc-ludes Public
Utilities, Roadls, Cannunity Facilities

Total 1 1 1 2 2 2 2 3 3 3 2.5 22.5
ForeiLgn 0., 0.5 1.0

InLdemnitiLes and ResettLement
TOWs. 3 3 3 1 10.0
ForeiLgn I1 2.0

I. TOTAI, PUBLIC INVE1NENT
(a) kecludinmg interest during

constru~ction
Total. l:L.0 15.0 21.0 27.5 43.0 33.5 30.1L 27.2 24. 7 1.9.2 8.7 6.7 4s.7 4-7 4.0 281
ForeiLga 10. 7.0 6.0 12.5 22.0 15.0 14.1 13.1 10.8 6.3 2.3 1.3 1.3 1.3 123

Ineetdiring construction 6

ForeiLgn 13

Total 323
Fc,reiLgm 136
Domestic 187

IL PRIVALTE (OR PUBLIC) IlVES1B&DT
ReclaLmation 31.0 6.0 6.0 3.0 3.0 6.0 6.10 6.0 2.0 1.0 8.0 14.0 12.0 110.0 10.0 8.0 10b
Housing ____ 2.0 3.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 2.0 3.0 0. S 0.5 0.5 1.0 3.0 .5.0 5.0 3I.0 33
Totel. 3.- 90 3-0 - 3T X 1. T~fl l7

III.* GRAND) TOTAL INVESTiLENT
(a) Excluding interest during

construiction 1
(b) Including interest during con-

struction on public investment 6
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III. ESTA4A-t ED RESULTS FROM UT PROJECT

The benefits from the project will be derived from increased
agricul tu ral nroduction; from the production of electric power, from savings

in water transportation costs due to improved conditions for navigation, and

from saving ns in r o prevention measures and from avoidance of flood damage.

Income to the Government will be derived from increased land and export taxes,
sales of public lands, and sale of electriec- power.

There followTs an an-lysis nf these v2rious aspects - agriculture.

power, and navigation and flood control - folloiTed by an overall summary of

economic benefit from the project as a wholee

A. Aerreiultai"n1 Aspel-.ct of the Pronict

The principal justification of the Sadd el-Aali project is that it
will make possible a substantial and absolutely necessary increase in
agricutra output-.- cr to 4 h calcul-ationvs of the EgyntJin Government-

the project will (1) raise the irrigated area by 1.3 million feddans, or from
uhe present total of 6.15 million to 7.5 .i (9) perm-it the conversion
of about 670,000 feddans of basin-irrigated land to perennial irrigation, and

(3)) Iincrease y-ields bycj improsvinrg drain2ge and assurning a more regular sunnly

of water.

Agricultural Output and Population

For Egypt a considerable extension of the cultivated area is
imperative. Recent decades have witnessed a -growing pressure of population
in relation to the cropped area. The table below shows clearly that both the

total population and the agrarian population have increased much more rapidly
than the total cultivated or cropped area. In 1953, for instance, the
cropped area per head in the total population was only 0.42 feddans as

compared with 0.61 feddans in 1927.

Table No. 9

Population and Cultivated Areas

1927 1937 1947 1953

Index: Total population 100 112 13b 154
Index: Agrarian population 100 120 122 134

Index: Cultivated area 100 95 10 110
Index: Cropped area 100 97 106 108
Number of crops per unit 1.56 1.60 1.59 1.53

Cultivated area:
(a) in feddans per capita,

total population 0.39 0.33 0.33 0.28
(b) in feddans per capita,

agrarian population 0.90 0.77 0.76 0.70
Cropped area in feddans per

capita total population 0.61 0.52 o.48 0.42



That there was no corresponding decline in the standard of living
was due to the increase in income in other sectors of the economy, primarily
in industry. During the last few decades Egypt witnessed considerable
indulstrial development, Thus employment in manufacturing establishments iAn th
10 or more workers increased from 110,800 in 1927 to 243,100 in 195h. The
cotton and rayon textile industry has developed so rapidly that Egypt no

'onger has any net import requirements. The production of other consumer
necessities such as beverages, canned foodstuffs, vegetable oils and soap,
matches. paper and cardboard has also expanded rather rapidly, as has the out-

put of fertilizers, cement and glass. All these developments have made it
possible to maintain though not to raise the existing low-standard of con-

sumption per capita despite the growing populationo

Now that industries have expanded enough to cover all or a large
part of the countryts recuirements and the possibility of further substi-
tution of domestic manufactures for imports has at least been drsstically
limited, industrial growTth in the futuire is likely to be largely conditioned
by the development of additional purchasing power in the domestic market.
Egyptian industry wT"Thich still requires substantial protection against foreign

competition will certainly be unable to capture a large foreign marlcet for
some timre to come. The pr'ri'nrn determinant in its growth will be agri--

cultural output, for the agricultural sector not only contributed directly
about a third of the estimated national incone in 1953. but made possible
much of the income from trade and services and supplied a large part of the
raw materials processed in industry. Agricultural products. moreover.. account
for 95% of Egypt's exports.

Egypt therefore faces the prospect of a considerable decline in the
standard Orp -liLVing vunless agricultuWral" product_ion can be rap-inriepanded

This requirement is all the more urgent because the population is already
grovinrg at" an anrnu-al rate of 2.f and all signs point to a furither increase
rather than a decline in this rate.

The Project and Agricultural lields

While the primary effect of the Sadd el-Aali project will be to
expand tlhe cropped area, it -ill also raise yields. The existing damss on the
Nile can to some extent smooth out the seasonal fluctuations by storing some
of the fiood waters in the three-monthb period August-October, during which
about tu-o-thirds of the annual discharge of the Nile takes place, and
releasing this water during the months of low flow. It will thus make posSi-
ble (1) a controlled and even discharge of water for use in Egypt throughout
the year, and (2) a stabilization of the water supply from year to year.

As the result of the controlled discharge of the Nile, yields will
be improved by preventing shorta ges in irriga-tion water during some years
and, above all, by facilitating better drainage. An incidental effect -wi'"ll

also be the stabilization of the area planted to rice. At present the rice
area reflects sharply the fluctuation in the availability of water from year
to year. Each year the Government determines the rice acreage in the light
of water expected to be available. Thus in the last 15 years the area planted
to rice has varied from a low of 373,609 feddans in 1952 to a high of 785,724
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feddans in 191,7; the tntal paddy harvested has ranged from about 5150ooo
to 1,318,000 tons, and the highest yield has exceeded the lowest yield by
a-s .M.UnI as )01M;;

Improvred drainage will grenflv inflimuecn vieldis. Tn the last two
decades yields of most crops have shorn a tendency to decline (see Thble No.
10) A cor.bination factors - deptrienraMnn in the nrnlitv nf sPcF' and

varieties as well as poor drainage - has probably been responsible for this
trend, Poor drainage As certal4y an important fa cntnr n Aor-rnessn in ] y -

particularly in the northern part of the delta where the water table is very
high. Both the fluctuations in the water table and the rather higbh level of
the water table affectu yields adversely. During the flood season the water
4au±e rises J.314±&-y-,l to.- Ld 4p rcd -For auchdJ as cotton which

develops its root structure during the period of a falling water table, the
s-UbLUseqyuent riUse ir, ULI Wa Led. tevel ULrIhg thIC seasovnIL Ulethe cro i

maturing has a definitely harmful effect. Continuous irrigation over many
years has generally raised the water table, thJUs leadIng LU LAr-L

and the accumulation of salts in the surface soil by the evaporation of
wJater drawn up from the high water uauie.

Table No, 10

Index of Yields per Feddan

Period wneat Maize MYillet Rice Cotton Beans Sugar Cane Lentils Ohiok-
Lint peas

1935-39 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
1940-l4 83 77 87 83 10l 102 83 lO5 91
1945-49 82 84 83 102 102 99 91 95 91
1950-54 93 86 94 lO 95aj 91 98 91a/ 92a/
1953 98 88 9L 100 103 91 102 98 92
1954 109 88 83 119 n.a. 101 704 n.a. n.a 0

a/ 1950-53

Open drainage canals have provided only a partiat solution and are
impracticable in areas of established intensive cultivation where open drains
would cut too much into the available land. In the northern delta tile
drains have been installed in an attempt to cope with this problem, but this
requires an investment of LE 25 per feddan. Up to 1935., 15,000 feddans had
been provided with such drains. Further installations have now been deferred,
until an experimental program noia under way determines more exactly their
effect and the optimum depths and spacing of the drains. In the same area
experiments have also been launched with well drainage in the hope that such
wells will not only help to lower the water table but will supply suppler.
mental water for irrigation0

The virtually complete control over the flow of the Nile which
will be effected by the building of Sadd el-Aali will improve drainage con-
ditions by keeping the wvTater supply in the canals at a level which will be
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both uniform and substantially below those now obtaining in flood conditions.

This will tend both to stabilize and lower the und.erground water table.

Yields -will in general increase as a result of the lower and more
stable water table and the more even distribution of irrigation water

throughout the year. Howviever, the extent of increase cannot be accurately

assessed in the absence of adequate research data. It is a question of' the

adequacy of the average water supply not only in relation to the needs of

the plants but also of realcirements for leaching the soil. Less water

should be necessary for leaching because the lower water table will reduce

the upward movement of salts. However, water in excess of actual plant needs

may still be necessary to leach the surface soil. Consequently yields,

particularly over the longer term, will depend on the adequacy of water
supply in relation to requirements which are not definitely known. This
reinforces the need for a vigorous program of field research into water
requirements, drninage and other agronomic factors likely to affect crop

yields. Such experiments should be carried out under conditions which
would approximate as closely as possible those respecting water use, canal

water levels and drainage as would obtain after completion of Sadd el-Aali.

Apart from the major soil types of the existing irrigation areas, they should

also be undertaken on any new major soil types likely to be brouaht under
irrigation, even if special provision of water to the experimental areas is
necessarv be-fore nomnletion of maior works. The existing progrnm of rese.rch
should be considerably expanded to meet these needs.

In projecting, elsewhere in this report, the agricultural output
which is likely to be attained after the completion of Sadd el-Aali, we
have assumed a general improvement of yields in the future. We have not
found it pTossibole, hon..pr. to distlfnguiJsh hetwheen the effects of the

project as discussed above and other factors which should improve yields in
tUhe future. Admittedly, the yields arnrchi -inr Egypt are alreadr among the
highest in the world thlanks to intensive cultivation, substantial use of
fertvilizer 1/ and crop rotntions which cont,ribute eDfefe tivelv to the mainte-
nance of high levels of fertility. Nevertheless, further improvement can
reasonably be expected7 The present Government alreadyv hns under T.ay a

3-year program, begun in 1953-54, for the propagation and distribution of
greatly improved wheat, hybrid corn, rice and cotton seeds The results of
this program are promising. A considerable increase in tne use of ferti-
lizer, -hich should become profitable with lower fert ilizer pri ces in the
future, should also help to raise yields substantially. For example, it is

likely that a second dressing of 20 kg. ni trogen per feddan on wheat would
increase output by about 20%. Similarly, rice yields may well improvre with
larger applications of phosphate. Finally, the establishmrent of a well-
staffed extension service would help to disseminate knowledge of the best
agricultural technirques. Since 1g53 t1he MInistrY of' Agricultu_-e has been
seeking to establish an extension service quite independent of the existing

In the &-year period '950-53 the average use of fertilizer on all crops
except berseem or Egyptian clover was 109 kg. per feddan (260 kg. per
hectare). In 1953 Egypt used 654,630 tons of nitrogen fertilizer
(117J822 tons N content) and 77,756 tons on single superphosphate.
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field services which are primarily engaged in the encorcement of cropping
regulations and the dissemination of certified seeds.

Considering all these possibilities, we believe it is reasonable
to expect the following inoreases in yields over the next two decades (in
kg. per feddan):

Table No. 11

Recent Projected
Average a/ for 1975

Wheat 914 A

Barley 971
Rice (white) 1,125 1,4L0
Maize 920 1,200
Mille~t 1,07 1,250

Cotton 233 250

Peanuts 776 800
Sesame nn3

Sugar Cane 2,380 2,600
OnUions 6,35U0 6-U

Fresh vegetables 62750 7,400
Tomatoes 6,320 7,000
Potatoes 6,700 7,000
Oranges 7,070 8,500
Grapes 4,900 5,000
Other orchard fruit 6,200 7;000

a/ In some cases 1952 and 1953; in others, 1953 and 1954.

Extension of the Cropn:ed Area

The extension of the cropped area, however, will be the principal
result of Sadd el-Aali. A small nart of this increase will come from the
conversion to perennial irrigation of the 670,000 feddans of basin-irrigated
land, still remaining in Upper and Middle Egypt. This land, which is
divided into empoldered. "basins", is flooded for three months during the
period of high water. After the water recedes crops are planted and mature
on the water accumulated in the soil. The principal crops are wheat, lentils,
fenugreek, chickpeas, beans and sesame. Only one crop is grown annually,
although here and there a second crop may be cultivated with the help of
water from shallow wells. The cropping intensity - i.e. the proportion of
cropped to cultivated area - is therefore only 105 as compared with 153
(in 1953) for Egypt as a whole. Under present conditions it is impossible
to install a system of continuous or perennial irrigation on this land
because the basin lands provide a measure of necessary flood control and
there is simply not enough water for irrigation during three-quarters of the



year. By permitting the controlled discharge of the annual flow of the Nile
throughout the year, Sadd el-Aali wqill make possible perennial irrig-ation of

these basin lands. The amount of wTater required annually by these lands
will not increase, but it will simply be distributed evenly over the whole
year. Cropping throughout the year wiell thus become possible raising the
cropping intensity to the level elsewhere in Egypt and permitting more
diversificationO

The greater part of the increase in the cropped area will, of
course, come from the irrigation of new land; and it is therefore necessary
to examine how large an exDansion of uhe irrigated area can be brought
about by Sadd el-Aali.

1. Se'lection of Areas for Irrigation

The Egyptian authorities believe that the additional water that
ill be availrable to Egypt after the construction of Sadd el-Aali will

irrigate 1.3 million feddans of new land. Up to the present the Government
has only very rough.1ly blocked out the areas that right he newly irrigated.
Ihese, together with the amount of water estimated to be required annually
tuo Jirrigat-e -1Uhm,, are set forth in the f0ll^ Ki-g tab'e:-

9Able No. 12

Areas Proposed by the Egyptian Govern-ent for Irrigatlon
and their Water Requirements

Annual Water Requirements

Location Area in Feddans 1T3 per FeddIan (billion M3)

Upper Egypt (1) 175,000 (general crop
rotaLion) 9,000 1.6

(2) 75,000 (sugar cane
rotatIon) 12,000 0%9

Middle Egypt 150,000 8,000 152

Lower Egypt
Delta (1) 150,000 (cotton rotation) 7,500 1.1

(2) 150,000 (rice rotation) 8,000 1.2
Western Desert 400,000 12,000 L.8

Eastern Desert 200,000 12,000 u.C

Iotal 1,300,000 lo1,00 13.1

Half of these areas would be irrigated by free flow (gravity) and the other
half by lift (pumping>. It should be noted that these areas would require

about 13.1 milliard m-' of water and that the Egyptians hope to use another

0.6 milliard to expand vegetable and citrus cultivation on about 200,000
fedlans.

The Egyptian authorities recognize that a final determination of
the size and location of the areas to be irrigated can only be made after



considerably more data are collected on the soils of the potentially irri-
gable areas. O-ver the next fewv years the Egyptian Government will have to
carry out a study leading to the final selection of areas to be irrigated
in the lighG of' (1) the c-omparative fertility ol soils in various are-as

(2) the comparative quantity of water required by different soils, (3) the
types of crops that could be grown in various areas, and -their comparative
marketability, and (b) relative costs of development and provision of water0

A program of this kind, w'nich would seek to acnieve irrigation and cropping
schemes that would ensure an optimum economic yield for the water made
available by Sadd el-Aaii, entails soil classification, research into cropping

patterns and marketing studies.

Ihe broad phase soil survey, based on aerial photography and soil
sampling, is well under way and shouid be completed rapidly once tne aerial
photographic laboratory, now under construction, is available. This survey
will provide the broad soil classification which will enable certain areas
to be eliminated and selection of the more promising areas for detailed soil
survey. The detailed survey will give a preliminary indication of the
relative fertility and water requirements of the various soil types. Once
the most promising soil types have been determined research centers should
be, as previously discussed, established on each. Only field research can
give reliable answers to the many agronomic questions which are essential
before final selection of t.he newi areas. The market studies should concen-
trate particu'larly on potential export crops which could be developed on new
lands. The Egyptinn authorities, in cooperation with ICA technicians,
propose to work out a full program of soil survey and research early in 1956.
The program would presumably be submitted to the Bank for consideration.

2. Water Pequirements

he most important consideration governing the selection of areas
for irrigation will be the amount of water reouired. Irrespective of the
amount of additional water assured to Egypt by an eventual agreement with
the Sudan, it will be vital to use this water for as large ar. extension of
the irrigated area as possible.

The areas tentatively selected by the Egyptian authorities seem
by comparison with the present average use of water per feddan to require an
excessive amount of water. They appear to include far too much desert land.
Ihe tentative progr?am, as given above, woiuld reclaim, fcr example, I[0, 000
feddans of desert land in the newly created Liberation Province and 200,000
feddans of eastern desert along the Ismailia canal and in the Sinai peninsula.
If this much desert land is irrignted in Lower Egypt, together with the land
in Middle and Upper Egypt, it is likely to require far more water than will
be available. Moreover, much of the desert land is poor and is likely to
attain the yields now achieved on cultivated land only after many years of
carefully planned cropping. In the Liberation Province, where a reclamation
project has been carried on during the last two years, the present use of
w-ter averages about 20,000 m3 per feddan annually and is not expected to be
below 15,000 m3 in the future. On the other hand, in the Lake Mariut region
of the Delta,, w7here the so-called Ahis reclamation project is being carried

out, the annual use of water during the first three years when salt must be
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leached from the soil amounts to about 16,000-1e,000 m3 per feddan, but is
expected to be reduced progressively to 9,000 m3 anrdI upon completion of

reclamation, to probably no more than 7,000 m3.

Data from various sources indicate that at the moment about 8,000 m3

of water (measured at Aswan) is used on the averaFe for irrigation of one
feddan of land. Tlere is an element of doubt in all calculations. Further-
more, the amount of water used during the flood season (August-October
inclusive), when much water runs to the sea, can only be estimated. Accord-
ing to the National Production Council, actual average releases of water at
Aswan during the periods February-July and November-December of 1950-53
amounted to 5,100 min per feddan and the estimated use of flood water was
2,700 m3 or a total of 7,800 m3 per year. ,Hurst has calculated the irri-.
gation duty, measured at Aswan, at 7,370 m-' per feddin in Lower Egypt and
8,390 m3 in Upper Egypt, or at an averape of 7,750 m3 for Egypt as a whole.
Information gathered by the Bank Mission on water use in various parts of
Egypt indicates that the amount of water used on the present cultivated area
of 6.15 million feddans is in the neighborhood of h9.2 milliard m) or an
average of 8,080 m3 per feddan as measured at Aswan. Since, however, this
estimate is based on uncontrolled use of water during the flood period, it
probably overestimates the use wThich would take place under fully controlled
use. It is therefore reasonable to accept the amount of water required for
the existing area at 6.15 million x 7,750 m3 or 47.6 milliardsO

How much land could be irrigated with an additional supply of
water depends both on the location and type of land and on the types of
crops to be arown. Accordina to the excerience on state agricultural farms
in the Middle Delta, a three-year crop rotation incorporating one crop of
rice requires an annual amount of water. measured at Aswan. of about 8,760 m3

per feddan, Twhile the same crop rotation substituting maize for rice requires
only about 7,560 O3 . In M4iddle Egvot a three-vear croo rotation s7ystem,
with maize. calls for about 8,000 m3 per feddan annually. Sugar cane and
orchards tske far more water than the nnrmnal rntstinns including summer and
winter crops. In Upper Egypt experience indicates that a four-year sugar
cane rotation (3 years cnne and 1 year other ernno) requires bhtween 12;000
and 15,000 mn3 per feddan annually. Citrus growm in the Delta apparently
needs only _6no_-6.);oo m3 of water per fpeddan; but when cu1lt-ivat-ed in Middle
and Upper Egypt, w4here the climate is hotter and the soil different, takes
respctni+erlyr Q9n000 n3 andl 12 nnn in3 Tkhac requ,irents,7 when measured at

Aswan, total respectively about 6,600-7,700, 10,350 and 12,600 m3 .

In the light of these considerations it should be possible to
select for irriga tion areas Thic h wuTld require on the averas e not much more
water than those already being cultivated in Egypt. For instance, it appears
feasible to increase substantially the amount of land to be reclaimed and
irrigated in the delta at the expense of desert land slated for reclamation.
In the nortliern3 delt-a consilderab-le l.1and is still availla'ble for reclamation,
and the cost of reclaiming it does not appear higher tlaan that for desert
l l U LLL A -LU -L .1an-. le advantage of' reclaiming such areas as compared -v,,it retai,-ni;ng them,
for fishing will, of course, have to be considered. IMJhile a final selection
of areas rmust await the carefu' in-vesti,g-atlon outlined above, -we can ass-

for the purpose of calculating the benefits of the project, that a much



hmneavier is-ill lip givien to. reclamationf nnrd irrationt.inn in thbp deplta

and that the distribution of the areas ultimately chosen will not be far
diffrent. from those given in zn h13

Table Nov 13

A reas to~ be. Tv'ri a'- ed -t. '^a+r P.equni rements,+

(feddans) 7Killiard m3)

Lower Delta 700,000
TTvrUr-^ R-+ o n nn.C

Middle Egypt 15C,000 1.2
Duesert, Laend inTLower 'gypt 200,0C0- 2.

.1. taL dL 1,3)U0000 iiL4

U.Lowan e'_' LUr _ L II, 1-1 S ± o us

and vegetable cultivation o.6

Total Water Reouirements 12.0

It should be noted that a program of tnis general distribution
would involve the use of an annual average of only 8,770 m3 of water per
feddan, as compared with the 10,000 m- assumed in the program tentatively
blocked out by the Eeyptian authorities. The total amount of water required
would be about 12 milliard m3 which would theoretically leave for the Sudan
only 6.7 milliard m3 out of the total additional annual supply of 18.7
milliards as measured at Aswan. However, this 6.7 milliards would amount to
about 8 milliards when measured at the probable withdrawal point in the Sudan.
Moreover, not all of the 12 milliard mv required for the above program would
need to come out of the additional 18.7 milliards maCe available by Sadd el-
Aali. After the High Dam is finished Egypt wTill presumably be able to dis-
pense with the use of the Gebel Aulia reservoir ,.There 2 milliard m3 of water
is lost annually at present. Economies in existing use would probably make
an additional supply of 1.6 milliards available (see page 41). In addition
it is possible that further economies can be effected in the use of irri-
gation water. It is often contended that too much water is generally used
for irrigation in Egypt and that accordingly a larger area could be irri-
gated if more efficient weater usage could be introduced. It is highly
desirable to determine the possibility of effecting such economies by under-
taking experiments in various areas for the determination of the optimum
irrigation duty taking into account not cnly the water required by the plant
itself but also tlhat needed to keep the soil free from accumulated salt by
leaching.

Projected Increase in Agricultural Production and Income

For the purpose of calculating the economic benefits of Sadd
el-Aali we have therefore assumed that it will be possible to irrigate an
additional 1.3 million feddans as the direct and indirect consecuence of the
construction of the High Dam. In addition it is quite probable that in the
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nex t de UcUdeUs l-,OOO feddans cani be UtIrlAgaLd wi undtergrournd wa Lel.
TIhus the total cultivated area would probably increase from 6,15o,ooo feddans
in f9v3 to 7,600,000 feddans after Sadd el-Aali and tall the attendant iand
reclamation are finished. Qwing to the conversion or basin-irrigated 'ands
to perenMial irrigation, the total cropped area would increase more than
proportionately - from 9,366,000 feddans in 1953 to about 12,750,000 feddans.
Ihe o-verall cropping intensity would rise fromr i53 to 168Q

Tne Egyptian Government has made no attempt to project in detail
the ad-ditional agricultural output which would result from Sadd el-Aali. The
Bank Mission tnerefore had to make its o-m estimates on the basis of the most
reasonable assumption regarding the areas likely to be irrigated and of the
cropping patterns which, judging from past experience, will be feasible in
these areas. Additional detailed studies may well result in a stil-l better
selection of land and cropping patterns than these assumed here, but any final
calculation is unlikely -to show a less favorable impact on agricultural out-
put and income than is set forth in Thble 14.

lhis table projects the cropping pattern that may emerge after
Sadd el-Aali is completed, which for the purpose of estimating is assumed as
1975, and estimates what tne total agricultural income might be as compared
with l953. ]he projection is based on the assumption that the irrigation
and reclamation program tentatively outlined by the Egyptian authorities will
be revised as indicated above. The cropping pattern suggested for the future
is not radically different from that now: prevailing. In fact, there cannot
be drastic shifts from one crop to another. A choice cannot for the most
part be made between individual crops, but rather between crop rotation
schemes. Certain crop rotations have become well established in Egypt, and
long experience has shown them to be well adapted for the maintenance of soil
fertility. Except in the basin lands and in areas devoted more or less
continuously to vegetables, sugar cane and orch1ard crops, a three-year crop
rotation is the common practice. In the lower and middle Delta, for instance,
the principal rotation schemes are: (1) cotton (February-September)) -wheat,
or barley, or beans (October-lNlay), maize (July-December), berseem (December-
April), and rice (May-November); or (2) cotton (February-September), berseem
(October-April), maize (June-October), wheat or other winter crop (November-
M4ay) and berseem (October-January). In the same area a two-year cropping
system including cotton, beans or barlevy rice and berseem, is often used on
salty lands. In the Upper Delta gene.ally similar rotation scnemes are
practised, though often with more emphasis in the inclusion of winter and
summer vegetables. In Yiddle and Upper Egypt millet often takes the place of
maize in the rotation and more barley is Frown in relation to wheat. In the
Aswan province of Upper Egypt little cotton is cultivated. In the cane grow-
ing areas. nrimarilv in Upner Eovnt. siugar cane occupies the land for three-
year periods alternating with a year of other crops combined sometimes with

Within the limits set hy the need ton maintain these genernllv
desirable cropping systems, the projection of agricultural output set forth
ir. Table No. l) I ivesL a somewhat reater emphasis to certain crops. In the
field of cereals, for example, provision has been made for a more than
nY^n^Yor;^tiont incre^aU^e ;n +h^ r; r^-Mn +h^' 00n11V1rq +,n.hn T^rntMPr T.ril1 'ht
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PFSI jOFICRPED IRER. AGRICULTURAL I1NCC U ILN-JIGPT
klee*Led Z

_ __1953, _ _ _ 15>75 _ __ ~~~~~~~~~~~Valizationl of IDattc
Gross Farm oss Fa3m (i per ton,

Area,P~rcductLon Value Area ProductatioL au;
(eNd-danW ) TonoOti ODOOt) rY3i r.000RIT' (To--dnWis -jT--0-0-0-). (AN1

lWheat 1,790 1,5,47 42,216 1,945 2,139 59,892 28.00 1/ ;28.00
Barley 116 133 2,373 100 105 2,4 15 23.00 23.00
Wise 2,015 1,8:53 36,398 2,3I5 2,862 56,209 19.64 :L9.64Millet 486 5482 10,476 5,50 688 12,384 18.00 18.00Rice 423 435 ./ 13,920 900 1,295 -g/ 33,670 32.00 / 26.00.I ~Beas 299 239 7,322 490 392 33,740 35.05 35.05
lentils 4

. bakpsao 76 40 2,E00 145 84 5p880 70.00 ,70.00Femngreek 53 33 1,1146 70 45 1,563 34.75 34.75
Pbants 31 24 1,050 lX)0 s0 3,200 43.t75 440.00sea... 39 L3.5 20 158 25 1p520 60.79 60.79

--Sugar-dane 104 238S 7,140 175 455 13,650 (30.8O0 ( / 0.00-Beet :30 66 ( 2 (R(nirs L 37 Z20 4,136 66 450 8E,460 18.0 18.80
Fresh vetatibles 179 1,2832 1L,793 Z49 1,845 1]6,789 9.10 9.10Tomatoes 84 439 4,734 128 896 8,691 10.78 9.70Pbtatoes 27 137 2s570 79 553 6,598 13.74 13.74
Orarge, 26 227 2,72 75 638 9,493 14.88 14.88Grapes 19 94* 2,291 40 200 4,874 24.317 24.37Other fruit 49 304 6,9LI 70 490 11,138 22.73 22.73
Cotton 1,,324 9L9 L/ 85,916 2,035 1,492 t/ 119,360 93.49 MO.0
Bers 2,132 .. 41,912 3,0p0 62,030
Meat & dairy

produclW 52,428 84/, 760
FouLtry 10,929 15,,300
Fish 7,000 5,0000
Other arow 47 _ 1.019 500
TOAL 9,366 360,032 l2,750 552,,116
Cost of P?roduction ^!450562 00 I

255,5992 390116
q/ Pricecs per ton include valuations for by-producto sruch so chaff, bran, straw, stalks, seeds, etC.
E/ Corrected for cvervaluation due to hilgh domestic price support of wheat. The prioe used in, the EBptian officialestimaLte of national income for 1L953 vas 13 36.45 per ton.
g/ Milled rioe.
4/ Price of IS 25.33 used il Egyptian 19,53 niLtrona1 income calculation increased to IE 32 - to aflow for undervaluatiLon.C Gorrected for overvaluation due to high domestic prioe support of cane sugar. The price used in the Egpatiasn

official estimeLte Of national income for 1953 was 13 37.80.
t/ Seed cotton eqtdvalent to 318,000 and 508,750 of lint cottorn in 1953 and 1975 respectively.
g/ Increase more than proportionate to the rise in cropped areaL owing to disproportionately large i,xpaLrsion of cropswith high cost of production and allo-wance for greaLter use of fertilizers (latter offset, howvevr, bty anticipateddeclinie in price).



available to raise and stabilize rice output and that this crop can make an
important contribution to Egypt's exports. In sugar there is the possibility
of making Egypt virtually self-sufficient botl by expanding the area in cane
and by growing sugar beets which ex-:eriments carried on during thne last few
years have shown to be surprisingly well adapted to conditions in certain
parts of Lower Egypt. The cultivation of considerably more potatoes and
tomatoes has been stressed in the expectation tnat Egypt should be able in
thre long zrun to establish a market for these products in southern and westen
Europe, particularly because the potato crop matures very early and tomatoes
can be grown the year-around.' Considerable expansion has also been envisaged
for oranges and grapes which are already being grown with conspicuous success
and wlich might well be marketable abroad in the long run, particularly if
they are processed in some form. Finally, it is anticipated thlat the area
in peanuts can increase substantially because this crop is well suited to
certain desert areas likely to be irrigated and should find a market abroad.

The changes envisaged in the pattern of producticn are slight and
would not be difficult to bring about, particularly since they are a con-
tinuntion of trends already discernible in the nast0 The cultivation of
tomatoes and potatoes, for example, has been rising markedly. Even with the
contemplated further use in outpout. it is not expected that by about 1975
they will occupy more th-an 1.62% of the total cropped area as compared with
1.08°%, in 1953 whe area in fruit has expanded from an average of 63,588
feddans in 1935-39 to 96,000 in 1953, or by a little over 50%. An additional
increase by about 90,% oVer +he next tTTwo decades is not an inreasonable
expectation, and even at the end of this period orchards would only account

for .}|5 of he cropped area. -h prdcto -- peanuts_ has also -_e

rising, and peanuts should prove to be a partic-ularly suitable and remuner-
ative crop on new'y irrigated desert land. Thae area in rice has been
restricted only because of the water supply. Once more water is available,
Utlere will be ample incentive to raise thae production of rice; and the
Government is well eouipped to pro-vide the necessary seed.

Table 14 also shows the total gross and net value of the agri-
culturai output that may event-uall'-y be attained as comnpared with those in
1953. The prices used in calculating the value of future output are generally
the same as those in 1953. IIf -ese prices decline or rise, farm income will,
of course, be affected, but to the extent that products are consumed in the
domestic market there will be offsetting effects on tne real income of
consumers. For products like rice and cotton which are to a considerable
extent sold abroad, possible price changes in the world market nave been
taken into account. For cotton, it has also been assumed that the expansion
in area wouid be almost wnholly confined to the relativeely short-staple, lowler-
oriced Ashmolni variety rather than the long-staple, high-priced Karnak. For
Karnak, there is a limited and rather Inelastic demand, while Ashmouni can
be readily sold in competition with the still shorter staple American cotton
provided the premium now prevailing is reduced.

According to the projection, the gross value of agricultural out-
put would rise from LE 360 million to UE 552 million or by about 53%, whereas
the net value would increase from !E 256 to 1E 390 million or by 52%. The

increase in the net value is slightly smaller because of the assumed shift



to certain crops such as orchard crops whaich cost rela -uvely m1ore to produce.
The total rise in the net value - IE 313) million - cannot be fully attribut-
able to the effect of Sard el-Aali ione. Perhaps up to 15, minht be due Lo

other measures to raise yields and to Well irrigation, leaving a net of about
SE 114 mlll on attrlbutable to Sadd el-Aali.

Thi s net amolnt has been calculated by deducting all production
costs such as fertilizers, seeds, etc., other tnan labor0 For the purpose
of determining the cost to the economy of producing the agricultural products
it was not considered appropriate to include labor costs, both the imputed
value of the farmers' own labor or actual wages of hired labor. TWith the
rapid growth in the population, Egypt will continue to have a large supply
of redundant labor. It should therefore be possible to till the new lands
without any adverse effect on the production of goods and services in the
non-agricultural sectors of the economy.

A further sma'll contribution to agricultural income mi[-ht come from
the gently sloping land around the borders of the Sadd el-Aali reservoir
which would become available for cne-crop cultivation when the water is drawn
down every year. Perhaps 200,000-300,000 feddans m-ight be so cultivated to
a catch crop like vegetables or berseem. If one -takes the lower limit of
this area and estimates the net value of the crops conservatively at LE 10
Fer feddan, the additional benefit would be LE 2. million per year, raising
the total to LE 116 million.

From this amount it is necessary still to deduct the cost to the
C-overnment of operating and maintaining the neT Jirrigation and drainage nEt-
work. If the annual cost of maintenance and depreciation is put at 0.5% of
of the total investment in irrigation and drninage works (ca. LE 60 million)
and 5O of the pumping stations, the total would be BE 1.46 million. To this
should be added the cost of operating the pumps, which might raise the total
to around LE 4 million a vear. The total net benefit would 'then be somewhere
about BE 112 million annually.

The full effect of the project on agricultural output and income
will not be felt before five or ten Tears after completion of the dam. Ihe

dam itself, togetlher with major irrigstion and drainage works, will take a
minimum of ten yenrs to build. The reclamation of land involves, among other
things, a special cropping regime over a period of up to five years to bring
the new land up to the average standard of yield now prevailing in Egypt.
In addition, roads will have to be built, utilities installed and housing
and public buildings constricted. Altogether. therefore, even if construction
work is begun promptly, 15 to 20 years will pass before the full fruits of
the project are realized, This does not mean that there will be no benefits
in the meantime. Cropping can begin as part of the land reclamation process
as soon as the dam is completed and water is stored after the first flood
season, although yields on the new land will be low in the initial years.
oreover, after the compleMtion of the cofferdam Twhich will take only five

years, an additional controlled supply of water of 3 milliard m3 annually
W-wll become avala-ble. b This ai-lonal water will -_ used f- - e conversion
of the 670,000 fedlans of basin-irrigated land to perennial irrigation.
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wnile the total annual water requirements of t,hls land wl1l not be greater
after its conversion to perennial irrigation, it will impose new demands on
the supply during the liow water season of January to July-. Tle supply in

this season will remain critical until the whole of the annual flow of the
Nile is effectively controlled upon the completion of the High Dam, tvhereby

eliminating differences of supply that now obtain as between the flood
period and the low-water period. It is expected that the additional water

during the critical period required after the conversion of the basin-

irrigated land will be almost 5,000 m.3 per feddan. The increase in the supply

available during this period by the cofferdam will therefore be entirely
absorbed by the conversion of the basin-irrigated land.

It has already been mentioned that, according to some Egyptian

authorities, it may be possible to raise the storage level behind the coffer-

dam sufficiently to make another 3 milliards m
3 available one year after the

cofferdam is completed. If further investigation substantiates this claim,

the more immediate benefits of the project will be greatly increased. TIis

will be especially advantageous because the Egyptian Government expects to

complete by the middle of 1956 major irrigation and drainage facilities for

300,000 feddans. At present the water for this area (shown in Table 15)

can be found only if wells are installed or if other irrigated areas are

deprived of some water.

Table Yo. 15

Areas for wihich Irrigation VWorks are Scheduled
for Completion by Mid-1956

Lower Egypt
North Delta Area 105,000 feddans
Nubarieh Canal 80,000 "
Tahrir (Liberation) Province 24,000
Abis Area (Egpyptian-American

Rural Improvement Service) 25,000 "
Sub-Total 234,000 "

Upper Egypt
Abnub Basin Conversion 31,000 feddans
Fayum-Kom Oshim 13,000 "

Sub-Total Lt0000 t

Desert Land 21,000 "

Thtal 299,000 feddans

If a further 3 milliard m3 becomes available$ it would be possible to irrigate
this entire new area w^ithout decreasing tihe suppilv to existing irrigated areas

and still leave some water for the stabilization of the fluctuating area now

devoted to rice cu,ltiivattion in the delta,
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. 1Tnilrect E~enefl tUs

TMe irIe-asu ir, a.icultural income will entail important anc-ilary
benefits for the economy as a whole. As already indicated, agricultural
income is likely in the future to be the most important determinant in the
development of total national income and particularly of income in the com-
mercial, industrial and financial sectors of the economy. hle economic
report points out that for various reasons non-agricultural income may rise
somewhat more rapidly than agriculturl income. By the time the benefits
of Sadd el-Aali are fully realized to-tal national income may have risen by
around 55%0 to 607%. This increase will probably approximate the growth in the
population which will meanwhile have taken place. However, the benefits
flo,wing from Sadd el-Aali will undoubtedly provide a further fillip to the
development of Egyptian industry which in the intervening period will have
increased its efficiency and broadened its activities. IvIoreover, there is
some prospect that the decline in the mortality rate which has been and is
taking place will in the long run be followed by a decline in the birth rate,
thus diminishing the current high rate of population growth.

Projected Balance of Tra6e in Agricultural Products

It is interesting to examine also how the expected development of
agricultural output and national income is likely to affect Egypt's balance
of trade in agricultural products. The exact impact is difficult to forecast,
if only because the effect of possible changes in per capita income on the
consumption of various products cannot be accurately predicted. If per
capita incomes will still be below present levels, for instance, the per
capita consumption of such food staples as cereals and beans is less likely
to drop than, say, the consumption of livestock products. The table below
indicates the possible balance of trade in the year 1975 if per capita
consumption ranpes between 90% and 100% of that in recent years. It shows
that Egypt wouAld have a substantially larger deficit in wheat, but a con-
siderably bigger export surplus in rice than in the period 1948-52. Cotton
exports could be about 50% greater and there would also be a larger surplus
of onions which is Epflyp,t's second or third ranking export. Egypt would be
enabled to export substantial quantities of tomatoes, potatoes, citrus and
grapes. although if prices decline with the considerable expansion in output,
which might well happen, domestic consumption might rise and the surpluses
indicated by the table might prove to be much smaller.
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Table No, 16

Foreign Trade Balance in Ag,ricultural Products

(Net inpcrt -; Net &xport +; in '000 tons)

1948-52 1975
Cereals other than- -rice

Wheat - 728.9) - 1,378 to - 2,222
Barle _ 3r6)
Mlaize and millet - 89.5)

Rice (white) + 178.5 + 460 to + 527
Cotton + 2ITh4 + 383 to + 396
Beans - 10.0 - 35 to - 94
Lentils and chickpeas - 2.0 0to+ 8
Fenugreek - 10 to - 16
Pean.uts (*n shell) - + ),6 to + 49
Sesame - 1.5 0 to + 2
Onions + i)A + 13l to + 162

Tomatoes + 66 to + 139
Potatoes = + 182 +o + 219
Oranges - 2.4 + 188 to + 232

Grapes _ 1.0 + O to + 

Inceanuives for Pinvate - d Rec__,.mtiwn

llie r-ealizi.Lon oL the agriul prdcto e.iae ultmately

following the completion of Sadd el-Aali will depend not only on govermaent
irltitla-ve ar,d -Inves'r,ent but als on prvL eneprs ar, inVet.et .S

government will have to provide for the constructiori of the dam and power
facilities, the major irriation and irrigation a together -ith 

pumping stations, and such roads, public utilities and public buildings as
are required 1'or settU'lemients on newl ly i land0 auu t<a1u. HolweV VeI te act tual

reclamation of -the land and building of housing for settlers can and should be
left predornLinant ly to private enterprise aiu capital. To LAs, the gove.,n-
ment is now carrying out certain reclamation projects, involving also the
construction of model villages, in the LOuerr Delta and the Liberation Provin,ce.
Some elements in the. present governrment undoubtedly like to see the government
carry on LhiS work on a largie Z;dtL Uon the ground thatu thiso i Xs thev onl wva

to ensure a significant improvement in the standard of life in the rural areas.
Others, who appear rnore influeniala, recognize that as large a role as possible

should. be given to private capital and enterprise and accordingly want the new
land to be turned over to private companies for reclamation- an,d subsequent
resale. For a number of reasons this course appears much sounder. First of
all, the government is liely to find it aiTiicu±tT enougn to raise by taxatlon
and borrowing the funds for necessary works which cannot by their very nature
be financed or undertaken by private enterprise. On the other hand, experience
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in Egypt indicates that private capital is rather readily forthcoming
whenever adequate profit opportunities are offered. Land reclamation
is one of these tasks which has in the past been successfully undertaken
by private companies. Secondly, the reclamation and settlement of
1.3 million feddans may well be too large an undertaking for the govern-
ment. Finally - and this is perhaps most important - reclamation and
settlement undertaken by the government is likely to be much more costly.
The experience with the Abis project in the lower Delta and with the
Liberation Province project indicates thAt the government would probably
build villages on a standard considerably higher -than that which Egypt
can afford on a large scale. The investment in housing, for example,
would probably be double the amount - BE 32.5 million - included in the
cost estimate given earlier in this report.

The terms on which companies would be permitted to acquire land
for reclamation and to resell it will be of vital importance. Unless -the
terms provide an adequate profit incentive, private companies will be
unwilling to undertake the work essential to bring the land into cultiv-
ation. The Government has decided that the land holdings of such companies
will not be subject to the limnitations of the aararian reform law; and, as
a speclal encouragement, land development Companies have been included,
under existing legislation) among those entitled to certain tax concessions.
It has also stipulated that such companies will have to sell the reclaimed
land within 25 years from acquisition (or the date on which w)ter becomes
available) and subject to conditions ensuring that not too many large
holdings will be created and that the limitations of the agrarian reforn
la-w are respected. Beyond this, however, the terms of purchase and resale
have apparently not been determined; and particularly the question -whetheror not there shall be restrictions on the resale price of the land after
reclamation is still under discussion. These questions will have to be
settled in a manner which wi11 en,sure that the pri-vate investment nec-
essary to realize the full economic benefits of the project will be forth-
coming .

The creation of conditions which would provide adequate incentives
for investment in land reclamation by private companies is hardly likely
to raise the price of reclaimed land so much that small cultivvators would
not be interested in acquiring it. Because of the continued population
pressure on the land the peasants will undoubtedly be willing to pay
extraordinaril7r high prices in order to appease their "land hunger". If
companies seek to exploit this land hunger by setting unjustifiably high
prices, the government may have to intervene by establishing, through
legislation, equitable policies governing land sales.
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B. m ecric oe Asnpects or the P-rne~Ct

At present, electric power is generated in Eg-yt by about 50
public and private agencies, with individual stations ranging from] 100 kw
in the srnaller diesel plants to a _maxmru of 100,000 Nw in the new Cairo
North thermal power station owned by the Cairo Electricity and Gas
Administratio-n. T'he totall -nst-alled capac44ty in r19,41 wtas approximatelyL~'UC~- .LL1~ CLL ~pc .L UJ LL4 - ±uA -iJIidUe± ~y
500,000 kw, and in that year the peak load was about 272,000 kw and the
total energy generated was 1,30 rion 21 h.

Lil -i.~~I X1V_Ue

MIhe RepUbJlc of y EQ rJIip Owns near'y all Uhe p-bul±Ic -eutlity powJer
stations and transmission systems with the exception of the Cairo Choubrah
power station (which supplies abo-ut £40P of' the power in the Cairo area)
and the Alexandria Karmouz power station (which supplies about 70% of the
power in the Alexcndria area). These two stations are owned and operated
by the Societe Egyptienne d'Electricite and the Lebon Co. respectively.
Taken together these non-government-owmed utilities contribute about 57-
of the energy generation in Egypt. The remaining 43% of power generation
is produced byr the 'Hinistry of PUbDlic Works, the Egyptian Republic Railways,
and by miscellaneous private industrial companies for utilization in their
ow-n factories.

Available power after completion of the project

For the purpose of assessing the power requirements to be met from
the project, it was necessary to relate the new power potentialities to
growth in demand in Egypt and to the adequacy and economy of service from
existing facilities. Since neither of these elements is static a date of
completion of the power facilities had to be assumed. Consequently, for the
purpose of calculations in this report, power from Sadd el-Aali was assumed
to become available January 1, 1965.

Prior to 1965, new thermal capacity is scheduled to be completed
at the Cairo North, El Tabbin and Cairo South stations totalling 285,000 kcw.
By about 1960 the Aswan power station with capacity of 360,000 In should be
completed also. Completion of the first stage of the Sadd el-Aali power
station will add another 720,000 kni. Assuming that no private industrial
generating plants are built in the meantime, the addition of all these
plants will bring the total installed capacity in Egypt to approximately
1,900, 000 kw.

In assessing the portion of this capacity which could be considered
to be effective it has been assumed that 10% of the present plants will be
out of service or in reserve. The Aswan station will be affected by the
reservoir levels both belore and after completion of the cofferdami and the
high dam and its effective capacity will vary according to water avail-
ability. Also it is prudent to consider that one of the Sadd el-Aali units
could be out of service at any time. The effective capacity, in relation
to the above installed capacity, after completion of Sadd el-Aali, will,
therefore, be as follows:
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Thb1l Yir% 17

rToaIl rTlet-I .ncrh ro oi +-tr ln Eavnt. at. GomnnTleti on of Project

Inls I tall Effective
Capacity Capacity

lile tota-l ofL aIll As+, pa+

prior to 1955 500,000 450,000
Iiie new Cairo NiorthU % i1. Tacpln and

Cairo South units 285,000 210,000
Aswan Power 360,000 200,000

Sadd el-Aali 720,000 630,000

Totals 1,865,000 1,190,000

Effect of Sadd el-Aali on Aswan Power

LTe hydraulic conditions now e.-xisting at the A_wan dam are such
as to cause the output of power to vary widely from low water to flood seasons.
Ahen the reservoir is IULL in January, the upstream level may reach 122 meters,
the corresponding downstream level being about 88.5 so that the maximum head
for power production is 33.5 meters. In July, the reservoir level is dropped

to 100, or even 97 with a corresponding drop in the head. Again during the

flood rise from late July to mid-October the head at the dam with sluice-ways
open to prevent deposition of silt, is only 8 or 9 meters. The result of
this is that the power from the station now under construction at AswJan -sl±l

not exceed 50,000 kh for four months of each year. Although the total

generation from the Aswan station woulid amount to about 1,80w million kwh
annually, only about one-fourth would be firm power.

The Sadd el-Aali reservoir will stabilize the flow of the river at

Aswan, thus converting practically all the Aswan power to a firm basis.
Because the two dams must be operated as a unit for the regulation of flow,

and because the level of the reservoir downstream from Sadd el-Aali must not
exceed 108 meters, the quantity of power to be produced annually at Aswan

will be approximately the sane, about 1,800 million kwh, but more of it will

be firm power and consequently have a higher value. A considerable additional

potential economic value, therefore, will be realized at the Aswan power

station attributable to the Sadd el-Aali project.

With the Aswan basin held at the reouired operating level of 108

meters, the approximate average annual energy available from the two gener-

ating stations will be:

At Aswan station 1,800 million kwh
At Sadd el-Aali station 4,200 million kwh
From both stations 6,000 million khh



Power potential from second and tlhird stages of Sadd el-Aali

Althoulgh still under study as to the number and size of units to be
installed, the power sclheme at SaMd el.-Aali at present contem;iplates the
installation in three construction stages of a total of 16 turbo-generator
sets, only eight of which are included in the project. The Government plans
to add the additional generators when pow°rer use in Egypt justifies. Calcu-
lations indicate that the potential generation in an average year of the Sadd
el-Aali station, when fully completed and. considering simultaneous oreration
of 15 of the 16 units, would be approximately 8,000 million kTTh. Thus with
the full comolement of units at Sadd el-Aali the cotential poT;er generation
from it in combination with Aswan will be almost 10,000 million kwh annually.

The sustained Ilow from the Sadd el-Aali reservoir based on irri-
gation wv.Tithdr+a.^Tnls fo%r gRaynt5 will bei. apprro Jmatelyv 1;890 m3nper sernn
W:Jith an average of 15 units in operation under full capacity load. at Sadd
e-Aanli, a flow nf 1,7l,n m3 per nponnnr wunlll1 ho iiti1i27.Pr1_ Sinnp n nOZ Iond

factor is estimated for the foreseeable future, a large surplus of flow would
be avadilable ifnrdti.ons of generating equipm.ent in the future if a need
for additional capacity develops.

Electricity use forecasts

The questions of the extent to which and the rate at which power
frolm the Sadd elAal -project will be profitably utilized ln econon.y of
Egypt are not subject to precise determination. There are serious diffi-:
culties in the1 way of Iy reasOniaby re.lilde fLUrecast of lad grwt ln

underdeveloped countries. The present use of electricity in Egypt, pirticu-
larly, does not furnish the point of departure for consu ,.ption forecasts usual
for countries which have been electrified for some time. Besides the total
peak load of aboutt 272,000 'kici genierated by all electrical generating plants
in Egypt there is an a..ditional peak load of the equivalent of approximately
300,000 kw produced in mechanical energy. The total cons-umption of power is
thus not the electrica.. consumption alone but the total ol this consumption
aln the mecnan±car po;?r produced b-y th^0ermal Or so,mewhaLI more th an
double that which appears in electric power consumption statistics.

The Bank has been supplied with two separately made projections of
load growh i n Egypt, one preparead y tne Egyptian ElectrIclty -wmmisSIon
and the other by Electricite de France, consultants to the Government of
Egypt in studying and planning a comprehensive power developmento

Forecast by EEC

The forecasTs by the Egyptian Electricity Commission (EEC)
separately considered existing and potential po.wrer use in several separate
categories. Use for public utility purposes, which includes the principal
cities of Cairo and Alexandria and the commercial and industrial use supplied
by the utilities in these areas, was estimated to increase at a fixed rate
which would cause it to double every eight years.



Electric consumption of private industries was predicted to double
each ten years. The power supply to industry would come from the Sadd el-Aali
svstem with a gradual retirement of small existing industrial plants beginning
when the new supply becomes available. A similar replacement of dispersed
mechanical pow^rer units in industrial plants was anticipated with about one-
fourth of this load taken over initially in 1965 and about 80% by 1975.

Power for Government irrigation and drainage was estimated fF-
dPevelopn r-orrlinp to reclamation plans of the Ministry of Publicl Works.
Drainage pumping -was estimated to remain unchanged but pumping for irrigation,
w^hich is planned to be double in 1965 over use in 19qL. is exnected to in-
crease about tenfold by 19T7 due to development of new lands and conversion

of basin irigation a-reas, bohr+ reqniiring niimnino.

.I "a+her rapid electrlfication of railroads wTas nredicted be v EECG

with the use for this purpose increasing about sevenfold (over 1954) by 1965,
and another fo1fOld by 1 7C reaching a consumntion of 60An million 1bTh hv
that year. EEC included use for fertilizer production as presently planned.

In summary EEC reached the conclusion that power use in Egypt
would i n raef- o, 4-u- preen aproim4el 1 -30 l io.n +n h~ no500

VS L 1L U ± LUt=;C0t_ L.A. 111 LdLI jJJ..Jz- 11 A.' i 1U ji JId .. J ~ ~-- .

million by 1965 and to 12,000 million by 1975. The corresponding increase
in pea'k. '-oad_ wou_ldU b.e from 4 pre-s-en4t r272 w to 1- OI . by, 1- 196O5 to I n1,1 TVWk

±1± dk~LUd WO ±U ~ ± UALr U11KI P~. ~_OUIIU C.C L. Lvq J-, l'J v ~'Y -/ -

by 1970 and to 2,364 Mw by 1975. (See Appendix 1, showing the forecast
I- Z-- -I -

grapil±calLy. )

Forecast by EDIF

mne forecast of Electrlci te de France (E\1') is ''le avuerage o.

forecasts, one of w4hich is characterized as optimistic and the other
pessimistic. Tie forecast assumes that electrical load growth w-,ill take
place at a rate which woald approach the growth of total energy use (i.e.
electrical plus mechanical) and that such totai energy use will rincrease at

an annual rate of 6-1/2,%, or doubling in approximately 11 years. As electri-
cal energy is to replace little by little mechanical mrotors, it would increase
initially at a considerably accelerated rate. EDF, therefore, estaklished
its graphic projection of growth in electric power use as beginning wlth the
present electrical peak and approaching asymptotically the total increase
curve starting from the combined total of electrical and mechanical energy
use. The resultinp projection of electricity use be-ins at a rate of growth
of approximately 11% per annum and bby 1975 essentially reaches the selected
overall rate of growth of 6-1/2% per annum. Irrigation and drainage uses
were included in the composite use. The power for the Government's ferti-
lizer plant was included in the total forecast. No attempt was made in the
EDF forecast to differentiate between the rates of growth for various classes
of use such as for general public utility purposes, industrial irrig9tion
and drainage and the likeo

The EDF forecast b own graphically on Appendix I reaches the con-
clusion that the peak demand will increase from the present 272 MIn to 950 by
1965 to 1,400 Mw by 1970 and to 1,900 Nw by 1975, or somewhat lower values
than projected by EEC.



The Power Nliarket in E Lypt

In making forecasts of electriclty- use it is obviously necessary
to take into account the general economic background against which power

growth is to be projected. As is elsewhiere indicated in this report, there
is reason to suppose that the natioral income by 1975 may be about 60% higher
than at present, but that the per capita income by that date may bue no
greater than, and possibly even lower than, it is today. Thus w!e cannot
expect any increase in the average standard of living which is already quite
low and does not permit of the widespread household use of electricity. It
is probable, too, that the rate of industrial growth in Egypt will not be as
rapid in the future as in the past. It is necessary then to examine how

power consumption will develop under these conditionse

Power use in the metropolitan areas, municipalities and agglomerations

An analysis of the growth in the peak load and energy generated in
the Cairo area for the past ten years shows an average yearly peak load.
increase of ll5%, indicating a redoubling period of use in about 6.5 years.
In 1953 the values of watts per capita and kilowatt-hours per capita was
30.6 and 131.8 respectively. In the Alexandria area the rate of growth for
the number of consumersv the peak load and for power consumption indicates

a current doubling period of epproximately 7 years. For the whole of Egypt
power use has increased in the last 20 years at a rate to cause doubling

each 8 years, and during the last 8 years the average annual rate of increase

has been 11%, or doubling each 6-1/2 years.

The rural electrification potential in Egypt is not comparable to

that in more developed countries. Outside the larger metropolitan areas

there are now already electrified 56 agglomerations with a total population
of 1,1464,100 (by the 1947 census) in *shich the mean of the average annual
electricity use per person is 40 kwh, with a mean of utilization hours of
approximlately 3,400. There are 439 additional agglomerations of over 5,000
inhabitants with a combined population of over 3 million (1947 census) where
no electric service is available. Six of these have 20,000 inhabitants or
over. and 50 others are 10,000 or over.

Use by nrivate industries

Of the total nower consumed in Egypt in 1954 of 1,300 million kwh,
slightly more than one-third was produced in power plants owned and operated
hv nrivate industries. The increase in the numbers of private industrial
power plants and in poTTer generation by them in the period from 1950 to 19514
inclusive has been rather phenomenal and indicates that industries have not

been able to obtain adequate or dependable power supplies from the public
utilities at reasonable costa The extent to wlhich Sadd el-Aali polwer can
capture the existing industrial market and supply industrial expansion will
depend, to a large measul-re on the Governmentts abilitv to transmit power

to the locations desired and on its rate policies. As an additional indi-
cation of the power potential for private industries; it is estimated that
installed mechanical power in dispersed private stationary engines comprises
a total of about _14l,000 .VT equivalent, zbout 30% of which was installed
prior to 1940.
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Governmental uses for irrigation, drainage and railwL electrification

Irrigation by pumping is widespread in upper Egypt where the yearly
varlation of water levels is great between thie flood period and the rest of
the year. Drainege by pumps is predomninant in lower Egypt where the vari-
ation of water levels is reduced and whlere lands are at low levels with
consequent poor drainage.

The execution of the Sadd el-Aali project wTill control the dolwn-
stream discharge of the river, preventing flooding of low lands and gradually
bringing about a stabilization of the water table, The effect of this will
be that the demands of energy will be increased on existing pump irrigation
stations and reduced on existing drrinage stations, i4uch of the basin areas
to be converted to perennial irrigation will require pumping. The irrigation
of large areas of new lands at higher contour levels is contemplated and this
will also require pumping.

According to tabulations supplied by the Ministry of Public W^Torks,
it is now operating electrical generating stations for irrigation and drain-
age with total installed capacity of 87,000 kw wJhich generate about 82
million kwh annuallyr. Most of this power is produced In therm?l stations
although two hydroelectric stations, one at Fayoum and one at Naga-Hamadi,
produce small amounts. In addition, the Ministry operates mechanical power
pumping stations with a capacity totaling about 250,000 kw almost half of
which was installed prior to 1940. In predicting future power use for irri-
gation and drainage purposes, it is planned to convert these loads to the
more economical source of powier from the Goverrment's transmission system.

The Egvetinn Republic Railwavs (EMRR) now own two main power stations,
one in Abou Zaabal of 3,550 kw and one in Alexandria of 5,000 kw. Both supply
workshops and other Governmental denartments. ERR has under way the electri-
fication of its Cairo-Helwqan line and plans to carry out studies to determine
+he fnsiihi1ityj in term s nf canital annd operating costs; of converting more
of the national railroarls to electricity when Sadd el-Aali power becomes
a vai b1O Tlhe obsta'1en to a broad sca,le electrification of the Egvptian
railroads, such as the magnitude of the investment recuired and the operational
nproblemns invoirlper are such as to indicate tbat provision for the nower re-

quired need not be included in the forecasts at this time.

Forecast adopted in this report

Against this background the forecasts of EEC and EDF are considered
somewhat sanguine .For the purpose of appraisal by this report- twJo pro-
jections have been made for the purpose of establishing a range of values of
expect'^d bjenefit-s fro.. electriBc po-wer frrteporcoT. irst of thiese
projections, designated forecast A, (see Appendix II) adopts the 6-1/2% rate

of- oveal grb fo all ueother ̀ V1ha1n for Government irriga tlon and pmp=m
ing and for new industrial demand* For irrigation and pumping the Government's
sched-ule was adopted. Development of newJ industrial uses was assumed at a
rate of annual increase of approximately 3% based on the present use of
mechanical power for industrial pui;poses. Ifn addition it was assumed that
240,000 kw (about 80%) of the present mechanical energy produced and used in
existing industries will be converted to electrical energy by 1975 and supplied
from public utility sources.



The second of these projections, designated as forecast B (see
Appendix III), is based on as complete as possible breakdown of present con-
sumption of power, including mechanical power) by various types of uses, and
on a separate projection of growth for each oI' these uses. Under forecast B
it is assumed that general public utility uses of electricity, excluding
industry and the requirements for drainage and irrigation, will increase at
an annual rate of 7.6%o, causing it to increase fivefold by 1975; that
industrial power consumption, including that now supplied by mechanical means,
will only double by 1975, and thiat in the interval 1965-1975 mechanical power
now used in industry wqill be replaced by electric power; and) as in forecast A,
Government irrigation and drainage use wrill develop as sclheduled in the project.
The resultant overall rate of increase for use of pow!er in nongovernmental
enterprises under this forecast is approximately 8% annually.

The fivefold increase for general rower uses indicated above mnv
seem rather high. It must be admitted that too little is known about the
factors which determine the growth of rower demand under vrrying circur.mstances,
and particularly at different income levels0 All that can be said is that
Egypt has been exueriencing a rat-her rarbid growth and that exnerience in
other underdeveloped countries indicates that the increase in power con-
sumption has been far outstrinnina the rise in nationnal inTome. ERven unHer

conditions of relatively static per capita income poTer consumption appears
to rise rnther rapidlyv Tn essence t-he increased uise of' eThctricit.y, as the
increased use of motor cars and motor transports, is a reflection not simply
of a rise in inrom.es, but of a cHhn nan wm,v of 1-fe- In Turkejv for exampne;

the consumption of electricity during the 15-year period 1938-1953 rose by
979c` wThile real income per ca.ita increased only around 1•5 In Jaran poT.er
consumption rose by 70% from 1938 to 1953 even though consumption was already

n ft. Znro h;,h o4 1rol v 1n loR flfl l-,nh 3 nAn c+,-'3 n r---A,ri+3 tin^r nrrA or' rX<n r 
at a ve- highb level , LuiJne pl1 ol-.tfl- and i n, ap, ,,_J i_nt v53 .- _ ._ ..- ,>_ vV }|A iv>''C_l cJ-s - - i_ - * VC 1- @ --

incomes were about the same at the end of this period as at the beginning.
During the same period there wic s probably no signif cant ch-nr-ge in er ci4ta

income in India, but the consumption of power supplied by public utilities
rose bky -l v -1

cr,i-ci .5-<nr tin c.r±e

A cor----4s-n of the total peak loaAds unAder +*e severaLl foreca-sts
described above, and as illustrs-ted graphically on Appendix I, is as follows:

Peak in Mw
Torec ss nrr , rI yn , ' / in _r'
EEUCre 2 .1s72 62 1 0504 1610 2U / I

riCof nm^, tn -tn ,t ii 

ETF 272 60o 950 lo00 1900
A 272 61.i 9 26 i40 26104
B 272 576 791 1219 171s7

Provision has been made in the forecasts for fertilizer production
at a synthetic nitrogen plant in w.Thich power will be used for the production
of hydrogen by electrolysis of water.

1/ Includes 150 P1wT for fertilizer plant
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l1hile forec2sts A anrl B are rntended to estsblish a r^nge of
expected power use on 7hich benef-ts from the pow-er aspects of the project
mav he evaluated, it is pnnaibhT +int. forecast A- like +-hose nf E7G and 7n.,
is somewhat optimistic. It is, therefore, preferable to assume that the more
conservative of the forecastsj BJ is more liknely to prove valid. Conseouently,
calculations of benefits from powrier operations of the project hiave been based
on thi s mnr re ' cosrvativ fore ast.

Interconnected tr.^nsm_ission ne;ToA

will be made for a network to transmit power to all areas of potential use in
E -,<rro+tRl. us -1n a`4 4- 4; - - -; ,. .4 - 4 -> - .1 A - - - - - - 4 __ --, - _ - /I - r _: -6JrP U 1l| sv |s1 uu uW v usso -o 41,e lli 'n1 LI. dlcl o0jul -LLI ;:O4tJ1 |] llt i w 111 liolidil bU %d C i UEli 4* ±)4, J404J )L~ L.U U41 raid1 ! ± 

included in the project, it wrill be necessary to progressively develop an
interconnected transmission system wl1ith Alexandria, Suez, Port Said and other
main communities as demand increases. Electricite de France has stressed the
i,mporance Of immu,£ediate plans for such a long ranlge progVar.a inclu,ing the
standardization of voltages, the planining of distribution facilities and the
estb ls Vh of tloial tLaEifs I Tne forecasts o0 power use incluaea in
this report are based on the assumption that such a comprehensive power
distrlbutior, sy-sbem will be established and that the power s- stem will be
efficiently managed.

Installed capacity at Sadd el-Aali

A comparison of the estimated peak loafs derived from the several
forecasts given above with the effective installed capacity on the system
(see Appendix I) indicates the requirements for new installed capacity to
meet demand both in terms of amounts and time. Assuming tne installation of
the first 8 units of Sa(Ad el-Aali will begin about 1963 and be completed in
1965, there wqill be excess capacity on the system according to forecast A
until January 1971 and according to forecast B until December 1973.4 Within
the range of these dates all the installed generating capacity, including
existing thermal plants, should be utilized and additional generating capacity
would need to be completed, either by construction of adlitional units at
Sadd el-Aali or of new tnermal plants.

In the interim period, after 1965 and until one or the other of the
above dates, there will be more or less idle capacity on the system and from
the single point of view of adequacy of power supply it would be possible to
re-schedule the time of completion of the Sadd el-Aali units to more nearly
conform to the schedule of growth in demand. Studies indicate, however, that
in spite of the fact that a cost must be included for the maintenance of
existing thermal plants in st2ndby condition, Sadd el-Aali pow^Jer can be
delivered in Cairo, after transmission losses, at a cost below7 the fuel costs
of producing power in the thermal stations. From the standpoint of svstem
econoTmy, therefore, it is desirable to complete according to schedule the
construction of the first 8. units at Sadd el-Aali, thereby raining all the
construction economies possible, and to operate these hydro units in
preference to the Cairo thermal units. The latter will serve as useful
back-up and reserve, By the time of its completion in 1965 the peak load on
the system will reouire oreration of the entire effective cnarcity at Sadd
el-Aali.
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Another implication of these studies is that it may be advantageous
for the Government of Egypt to complete construction of the second stage of
Sadd el-Aali earlier than the 1971-73 dates mentioned above so as to take
advantage of power production from such additional hydro units rather than to

operate continuously the thermal units in existing Cairo plants. A decision
on this point can be made after actual experience verifies the conclusion of
studies to date.

Benefits from Sadd el-Aali power

Assessment of the benefits to the country's economy to be derived
from the power resources of Sadd el-Aali raises t-Wvo questions: (1) 1:1hat is
tlhe relationship of the net value to the Egyptian economy of power contributed
by the project (including that contributed indirectly by firming up Aswan
power) to the investment cost incurred by the addition of power facilities;
and (2) is the cost/benefit ratio for the Sadd el-Aali hydro facilities
(taking the investment cost as only the extra investment in Sadd el-Aali
necessitated by power) definitely more favorable than the cost/benefit ratio
for possible alternative thermal capacity?

For a study of tlhe first ouestion a determination was made of the
ouantity of usable power contributed by the project. T1his varied from year
to year according to forecasts of use and estimates were made according to
forecast B, the more conservative of the several forecasts. (See Table NTod 18.)

In computing the power supply available from Sard el-Aali, account
has been taken of the reduced cost of producing fertilizer in the Aswan plant
because of the firming-up effect of the new reservoir on the Aswan power
station, thus increasing manufncturing operations from 8 to 12 months annually.
Ihe Bank has estimated this saving in the range of RE 15 to LE 20 per ton of
contained nitrogen. For tne estimated nnnual production of 71,000 tons of
nitrogen, the saving in cost attributable to Sadd el-Aali reservoir would
approximate LE 1.25 million ahnually.

In estimating the value of power to the economy it is appropriate
to take as a measure the price at wahich consumers would be iTilling to absorb
the entire power supply. In actual practice, it is admittedly difficult to
forecast the price at which the large block of alditional power to be supplied
by Sadd el-Aali could be sold. Presumably the price should be low enough to
induce industrial consumers to forego the use of alternative power supplies,
wzhether mechanical powzer or industrially-generated electricity, and also to
encourage general consumers to increase their power consumption.

If the Sadd el-Aali power were sold at L milliemes per kwh whole-
sale, the retail price, including an adequate margin for costs of distribution
and profits on distribution, could be fixed at 8.25 milliemes per kw-h. 1/
Such a price would be substantially below the cost of production of industrial

17 nistribution cost on the Governmentts system in the Cairo area in
1953-54 was 2.6 mms/kwh; a 25/% m^rgin above costs of purchased power
().0 rmns/kwh) and of distribution services (2.6 mms/kwh) is assumed.



power plants or the cost of mechanical power and would thus offer sufficient
incentive to switcn to public power. It would aiso greatly encourage
additional consumption by the general consumer, particularly considering the
fact tnat public power in Cairo is now sold at a composite rate of 17.08
milliemes. Ihe valuation of Sadd el-Aali power at a wholesale price of
4 milliemes per kvAh is therefore believed to be quite conservative.

This is in essence ''the price the traffic woulld bear." The total
value of power at this price would represent not only the gross economic
benefits derived from power but also the maximum gross income, in financial
terms, from the sale of power. Wolith respect to the latter, the Government
might, of course, elect to fix the actual power rate below what "the traffic
would bear," thus sharing the economic benefits with the power consumers but
reducing its own income from powser. It should be noted that the cost of
producing power will be substantially below this assumed price, as will
appear from Table No. 20.

The resulting calculation of the economic benefits derived from
Sadd el-Aali powqer is reproduced in Table No. 18. This calculation takes
into account not only the value of power estimated according to the method
set forth above, but also the savings in the cost of producing fertilizer at
Aswan resulting from the effect of Sadd el-Aali in firming-up the power to
be generated at the hydroelectric plant at Aswan dam.

Comparison of economic cost of thermal and hydro power

It is now necessary to examine whether the additional investment in
Sadd el-Aali necessitated by the installation of hydro power facilities -
namely EE 88.5 million plus interest during construction or a total of
1E 101 million - would be worthwhile in the light of the alternative cost of
supplying an equivalent suppDl of polwer in new modern thermal plants. For
estimating construction costs of such plant the investment was taken at BE 60
per installed k.ff or allowing 1% for reserve and as unavailable, at LE 70 per
effective kw. Fuel consumption was estimated at 300 gms per kwh wlhich should
be obtainable in modern plants. A comparison of benefits from such thermal
power stations for the years 1965, 1970 and 1975, and according to forecast B,
shows that in each instance the incremental investment in Sadd el-Aali power
facilities would be more advantageous (see Table No. 19). This comparison
is; of muirsa. based on nresent prices for fuel in Egypt and on thermal plants
of presently achievable efficiency. It may be that further technological
advanee in thermal nlnnt design would nelmit the construction of more ef-
ficient plants. However, even if the efficiency of future thermal plants
were increased by as m-- h as 100%; Sadd el-Aali would still provide the more
economical source of electric power. This is quite apart from the consider-
ation th thah+. t¾ Sadd el-Aali plant wolrld utilize for nrodluetion of electric
power an Egyptian natural resource, inexhaustible in character, rather than
fuel oil *-khich might well have to be imported in large part.



Table No= 18

rGnST - RNT,4rr'TT PATPT0n SADD EL-AALI POIVER

1965 1970 1975

I. Investment in power facilities
(TEm llons) 1/ 78 101 it1

II. Tota 4 '"add Ln -hali pawler consume,A

Forecast B, (millions kwh) 1,625 3,877 2/ 4,077 2/

III. Gross annual economic value 3
(T- 2 'i4 1 / 7 7< 16.76 1 7 .56
\X1L 1L_L.-.iLVL1C I _I 0[X- i-

Av Annual Cost (If II) to the
economy (BE millions)

(a) cperating cost o.40 0.40 o.40

(b) maintenance of transmission
I a c J. _L.L U _L U 1j W 0 J.-)

(c) depreciation of power plant
and transmission facilities
ke2F7% p.a.e) 1.5 .525

(d) stand-by cost of CuaA thermal
plants 4/ 0.29 0.14 -

(e) Total (^E millions) 2.82 3.32 3.18

V. Net annual economic benefit from
power, (*E millions) 4. 13.44'L 'I.)V

VI. Economic yield on investment in
power facilities (per cent) 6.32 13.31 14.24

Y/ Includes assumed.interest during:uozrstruction.
2/ Includes 400 million kwh in 1970 and 800 in 1975 of seasonal power at

507o value of firm power.
3/ Value assumed at 4 mms/kwh; also inc.ludes FE 1.25 million annual saving

in cost of manufacturing fertilizer.
_/ 1Existing thermal plants in full or partial stand-by.
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Table No. 19

ECONMOIlC BN- 2 Liz OF Kk4,ER F-ROM
TH:RIMAfL PLANT 3U1VALENT TO S,DD L-AA'LI

1965 1970 1975

I. Investment in power facilities
(=E millions 1/ 40 73 76

II. Total power consumed,
(kwh millions) 1,625 3,877 4,077

III. Gross annual economic value
(TE millions) 2/ 6.50 15.51 16.31

IV. Annual Cost of II to the
econony, (BE millions)

(a) operating costs 1.63 3.88 4.o8

(b) maintenance of transmission
facilities 0.05 0.12 0.12

(c) cost of fuel, assuming
300 gms./kwh 3.02 7.19 7.56

(d) depreciation of power plant
and transmission lines
(2.79% p.a.) 1.12 2.04 2.12

Total 5.82 13.23 13.90

V. Net annual economic benefit
(1E millions) 0.68 2.28 2.h1

VI. Economic yield on investment,
(per cent) 1.70 3.12 3.17

1/ Includes assumed interest during construction.
2/ Value assumed at 4 mms/kwh, or approximately 20% below generating cost

in most efficient existing thermal station.
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Potential Financial Results of Sadd el-Aali Power Operations

Since we have assumed that after completion of the project an
autonomous agency will be created to conduct the business of generating
and distributing power, an estimate has been made of the financial outcome
of operations of Sadd el-Aali power facilities. It should be noted that
financial results thus estimated closely parallel the estimated economic
results. Table 20 sets forth in a preliminary way and in broad quantitative
terms the prospective net income of the power plant both inclusive and
exclusive of depreciation and suggests a possible allocation of the potential
net cash income. This statement, which extencds over a period of fifteen
years following completion of the plant, is based on the following assumptions:

1) that the installation of the initial 720,000 kw (8 units) of
generating capacitiy will be chomnleted tn a stage nprmitting oneration of
at least one-half the units by 1965, the first year of assumed operation
at npartial capacitnn yt and for the p est,imated ros:t ± s shrwn on npag 31.

) +lmat +¾e estimate syte demnds will hav develper~ d as
shown on our estimate "B' (the most conservative indicated in the report);

3) that the amount of demand in kw and energy in knjh to be
supplied O1 1k- +by qadd n1 A 1 ril nrl Tthe Sad el4a li czplr nntn , + mn P I? RIt
will be as shown in the first column of Table 20;

4) that the estimates of annual operating expenses, maintenance,
standby expenses and depre ciation accruals are the same as used i n Table 18;

5) t4.1- 4. 4 o1- -- - bU1 e soIA a+ 4+*e - "'es- pi of l-

milliemes per kw4h (1.l15 U.S. equivalent), namely at the same rate as is
-usedi ln We I2 economu Uiic Fj anaIL .Lysis;

Q) that, f-s'dS f1or -con1str-uctLio0n ofL the Itp'ub li Cf porLICA -n ofL thei'

entire project, estimated at LE 281 million (see Table 8) together with
LE 4 2 million of estimated interest during construction, or a total of
LE 323 million, will hnve been arranged for so that the projected construction
schedule -will be met)

7) tlhat the porti oni of the necessay capital investment pertain-
ing to the electrical powzer plant, including transmission lines and sub-
stations at Cairo and other load centers, will be '- 101 million;

8) that an average interest rate on borrowed funds, local and
foreign, of 3.75% be used.

9) that the total capital cost of the electrical power facilities,
SE 101 million, which includes 12.5 million of estimated interest during
construction, be amortized over the 15 years assumed to begin in 1966 and
ending 1980; this assumes a maximum maturity of 25 years. The borrowing is
assumed to be dated 1955 and funds will be draTm down over the 10 year period
ending 1965;



TABLE j NO. l

ESTIMATE OF ANNUAL EARNINGS AND DEBT RETIIRPENT

Si,DD EL-AALI POWER

Projected Income _ Allocation of Net Cash Income

Net Revenue AmoLnt Assigned Contribution
Cost of before for Debt to Reserves

Gross Operation Depreciation Net Revenle Depreciation Debt at Service 66-2/3% Interest 33-1/3% of
Kwh Rel'enue Including @ after or net cash Beginning of of Net Cash ' Net Cash Cumulative

Year Delivered @ 4uam/K-, Standby - 2+% Depreciation Income Year Income 3.75% Amortization Income Reserves
(All figures in milLiois)

1!765 1,625 LE 6.50 LE 0.87 LE 2.03 LE 3.6:1 LE 5.63 IE 101,00 LE 3.79 2/ LE 3.79 - LE 1.84 J LE 1.824

1!66 2,060 8.24 0.85 2.15 5.2l 7.39 101,00 4.93 3.79 1.14 2.46, 4.30

1!767 2,497 9.99 0.84 2.27 6.813 9.15 99.86 6.10 3.74 2.36 3.05 7.35

19,68 2,913 1i.65 0.82' 2.39 8.414 1.0.83 97,50 7.22 3.65 3.57 3.61 10.96

1',69 3,288 13.15 0.81 2.51 9.83 12.324 93.,93 8.23 3.52 4.73 L4.3; 15 .07

1970 3,877 15.51 0.79' 2.63 12.0', 1]4.72 89.22 9.81 3.35 6.46, 4.91 19.9t

1971 3,917 15.67 0.76, 2.63 12 .213 14.91 82,,76 9.94 3.10 6.8L 14.97 24.95

1972 3,957 15.83 0.73 2.63 12.047 15.10 75.92 10.07 2.85 7.22 5.03 29.9b

1973 3,997 15.99 0.70 2.63 12.65 ]5 .29 68,.70 10.19 2.58 7.61 5.10 35.08

1,714 4,(37 16.15 0.6t; 2.63 12.8J4 1-5.47 61,,09 10.31 2.29 8.02 5.16 40.24

1975 4,(77 16.31 0.65; 2.63 13.03 1]5.66 53.,07 1o. 44 1.99 8.45' 5.22 45.46

1976 4,(77 16.31 o.65; 2.63 13.03 1]5.66 -144..62 10.44 1.67 P-7 7 5.22 50. ,9

1977 4,(77 16.31 0.65; 2.63 13.03 15.66 35,85 10.44 1.34 9.1C) 5.22 55.90

1978 4,(77 16.31 0.65_ 2.63 13.03 15.66 26,,75 10.44 1.01 9.431 5.22 61.12

19,79 4,(77 16.31 o.6,5 2.63 13.03 15.66 17.,32 10.44 0.65 9-750 5.22 66.34

1980 4,(77 16.31 o.6,5 2.63 13.03 15.66 7,53 10.44 0.28 7.53 2/ 7.85 21' 74.19

1/ To meet the first year's :Lnterest of LE 3.79 millions the amount of net cash incoiae assigned to Debt Service has
been increased by LE: 0.04 millions and the contribution to FLeserves reduced by that amour,t.

2/ In the fiLnal year the contribution to reserves includes LE 2.63 millions not required for Debt Service.
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;0) thait tne amount O1L i aixed a Isua.l alocatoIII Uo Udet' serv-Lce

is limited to only 66 2/3% of total available annual cash (net earnings
plus depreciation).

As shown in Table 20, a debt of ;E 101 million which represents
the entire capital cost of the electric power including the related trans-
mission facilities can be repaid out of earnings in the 15 year period
ending with 1980. In addition, in the same period, there will be approxi-
mately TE 74 million (9"212 million U, Se equivalent) over and above require-
ments of operation and debt service. With total debt service limited to
66 2/3% of the annual net earnings before depreciation, the annual coverages
would be about 1f5 times.

Net earnings after depreciation which arc assumed to start at
LE 3.61 million in 1965, would represent a return that year of only 3.5%
on the entire BE 101 million of estimated capital requirements for the
electric power system. However, the rate of return would increase rapidly
as shown in the following:

Table No. 21

Net
After Depreciation Percentage

Year (LE Millions)

1965 3.61 3.4%
1966 5.2L 5.0
1967 6.88 6.6
1968 8.hA 8.0
1969 9,83 9.4
1970 12X09 ll5
1971 12.28 11.7
1972 120T7 9
1973 12.66 12.0
197) 12d8) 12?2
1975 and thereafter 13003 12,4

Thus, as indicated above the potential rates of retumrn on the capital

investment for power facilities, including interest during construction,
are e c te paowerfptioyano the Spdd the enomia ̂  ei-Aalfii pro t .he
electric power poxtion of thie Sadd el-Aali project.
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C. L-provement in Navigation and Flood Control

lflhile the economic justification of Sadd el-Aali rests in essence
on the increase in agricultural output and in power supply, there are certain
incidental economic benefits which must be mentiored. An effective control
over floods would be established and conditions of inland water navigation
would be greatly improved. These incidental benefits. however, are difficult
to assess in quantitative terms.

Flood Protection

The benefits arising from the control of floods would be of two
tvpes: (1) Gert2in saving9 in government exnenditures which could in the
future be used for productive investment or for constructive services to
thp r-.r,mm1init.v _nrl (19 thf nrRvPntion ofn c.frt,i.in 1 nqq in nationnl out-

put and income which now result from inundations and infiltration during
periods of high flood.

At present the government has to spnpnd qho-nt L. 1.5 million per
year to cope with the consequences of the flood cycle of the Wile. An elab-
orate cSrQt.m rf 1Pva,*ez nrri hiinrq I-nqe trn hp mn nt.nindri tn nrpvprt. fM nr1q_

Because of the silting of the river bed by flood waters the levees have
gradually been raised rlntil they nrar r n hamt. 1 mTnter higher thIn in 187)i.
With the help of these levees the Nile can carry a flood of 7,750 m3 per
second,rl a +r +at shis ¶7.l iuma +.he csiirfrac of +the ri ver is a bhonu 1 -5 mptPrs

above the level of the adjoining land. High floods such as those in 1929,
1934, 1938 and 19l6 and the extraordinary floods of 187h and 1878, create
special problems of flood protection. Even during normal years consider-
abOlle .za. e- ard some equpment i s engaged in p+,atrollin1g the NIle 1 in the

flood season, and the levees must be strengthened at critical points. On
c,- --.. A ___4,.r4flVb 41-. _'fln -- y Y'¶ V',nf+ e oA n fl, 

1
r ln

LE 600,000. At the same time the silt brought down during the flood season
entai's an anr.ual-,+ -Itla of abu an e vr.ta v&mr+ on ci-a rA ing- a',

drains and branches of the Nile. Finally, the annual floods substantially
ircrease t-h cost4- ofP -,- - out+ dainage cana.l - A1+---+I,.-" tg-te h -rn=

ment would save a total annual expenditure of about LE 1.5 million when the
.loods ar-e effeCtivlCve controplled. SiLnce r.oslu Orf this UexpUenditu . e is Ifor

labor, the economic cost of this labor, which is generally abundant, is
negligible. The saving of this expenditure sho-ud therefore be considered
not a part of the economic benefits of the project, but rather a part of
the iipact of the project on government finances,

in recen-t decades there have apparently been nRo l 3 -g-scale n1-
undations during the flood season. NTow and again, however, some land is
flooded with consequent damage to production. Moreover, during the flood
season there is ex.cessive water seepage and infiltration through levees
and canal banks which tends to aggravate the drainage probiem. The Egyptian
authorities estimate the annual loss in national income owing to these two
factors at 4E 10 million. Unfortunately, there is no way of checking this
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estimate or of determining the basis for a different estimate. In order
to keep the estimate of benefits rather conservative, we have rather arb.
trarily assumed that the loss in national income which would be obviated is
only EE 5 million per year.

Improvement in Navigation

Since Egypt possesses about 3,350 kilometers of navigable water-
ways, inland water transport has always played a considerable role, Barge
fleets are said to have a total capacity of 130,000 to 1h0,000 tons, and
sailing feluccas a capacity of perhaps 200.O00 tons. In recent years barges

have carried on the average 825,000 tons annually, and feluccas perhaps
another 2,000,000 tons consisting primarnily of sand, stone and other bulky
materials, much of them carried over relatively small distances. By compari-

son, the Egyptian State Railways carried about 4h.7 million tons of commercial
freight in 1952-53 and trucks are estimated to transport 3 million tons per
year in other than purely local traific. The primary economic contribution
of inland waterways lies in the transport of heavy, bulky materials at a cost
well below that of rail or road transport.

The sharp fluctuations in the flow and level of water in the river
and canals greatly interfere with navigation at present. During the flood
season navigation has to be virtual]y interrupted for a period of 60 days,
partly because there is insufficient clearance under stationary bridges and
partly because upstream traffic becomes exceedingly difficult. During the
low water period navigation over certain stretches of the inland waterway-s
again becomes impossible owing to shallow water. It is not improbable that
the tonnage carried by inland waterways would increase by between one-fourth
and one-third once the water level becomes more or less stabilized as the
result of Sadd el-Aali.

The National Production Council claims that improved navigation
would increase national income by about 1E 5 million annually. This again

seems a rather excessive expectations If the Ministry of Finance and Economy

is correct in assessing the "value added" by inland water transport of LE 2.9
millii on for 19q3 t the increase owing to a possible greater voluime of traffic

would at the most be LE 1 million. Even allowing for the fact that other
sectors of the-economy wonild gnin from the resulting reduction in costs of
transport, it is unlikely that the total annual economic benefit would ex-
ceed LE 2 million

Altoget'her it is possible that. the total an-nuilal benefit arising
from improved navigation and flood control will run in the neighborhood of
LE 7million. This estimate, however, can at bsto hi e-onsmidered onlv qn

"educated guess," since there is little factual evidence on which to base
a calculation.
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D. Economic and Financial Benefits of Entire Project

Overall Economic Costs and Benefits

In separate sections we have treated the net annual economic bene&its
of the project in the fields of agriculture- nower; flood control and naviga-
tion0 By the year 1975 or 1976, when the project will ilave reached full
fruitIon9 assuming com.pletion in the period l965-1Q Q( (eXGept for the nossible

second phase of the power development which we have not considered), these
benefits will be as followts (in m E 000,000s):

11~~~ bc7t .'11 0v-) 11 
A ,ur c1t 11r e 112

Power 14
Flood. contol &I ..

navigation 7

Total: 133

In each field the economic benefits have been calculated net of the cost of
maintaininrg (or depreciating) and operati-g that portion of the total capital
investment which is directly attributable to that aspect of the project. It
is still, however, necessary- to take into account the cost of ma"itain-ng the
dam and attendant civil works which exclusive of the part already included in
the analysis of the power aspects, involve a total Jnrvestment of Tr 91 million
and is an item of joint cost. These facilities may be said to have an in-
definite life provided they are properly maintained, We have accorduigly
allowed only maintenance as a cost element and at the rate of 0.5% per year.
-Since this would amount to only !E 455,000 it can be ignored as insignificant
to the economic analysis.

Account should be taken, however, of the fact -that this total
benefit will not be realized for a long tine. As already indicated, the first
agricultural benefits would begin to accrue on a modest scale after the com-
pletion of the cofferdam, i.eo, after approximately five years from start of
construction0 Additional agricultural benefits would begin to accrue upon the
completion of the main dam, i.e., in about 10 years! time, and would mount
gradually until they reach a maximum in or about the year 1975 or 1976. A
small portion of the benefit in electric power would accrue from the completion
of the cofferdam which would help to finm up power generation by the power
plant now under construction at the existing Aswan dam. The Sadd el-Aali
power plant itself can begin operating at partial capacity prior to final com-
pletion of the dam and its capacity will be fully utilized soon after 1970.
according to the projection of power demand we consider most probable. The full
navigation and flood control benefits would be realized once the main dam is
finished.

The approximate time incidence of the economic benefits is shown in
Table 22,
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TaDle 22

Economic Benefits and Investment
(TE 000Q,0ooOs--

Time Annual Net Benefits Investment
Z.- __ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~fr VIlm Ratio

start Agri- FLood Control Net Benefit to
of Pr-oject culture Power & Navigation Total Total Investment

ye aris 11 1.3 _ 12.3 164.3a3 7.5%

10 years
20 4L9 7 31.9 362,62' 8,8%

Final/
112 1]t2 7 133.2 '7o 92/ 28, 3%

a/ Including BE 11.6 million expected to be spent by mid-1956 on irrigation
and drainage faeilities for nhnbot 3fol Ooof fnddnns

As will he seen frnm t-his tale, the net ecnomic benefit or, in other words,
the net increase in national incme will be rather small until the dam is
completed. In the first five years of construction, no benef ts will be
r-ealized and during the next five years following the building of the upstreamcofferdam the benefits -ill be modest. Thereafter, however, the ueneiits will
rise sharply primarily as the result of the expansion of agricultural produc-
tion. --en the full fruits of the proJect are realized, the increase in
national income directly attributable to the project will be about 28% of
the total investment including interest on the public investment during the
ten year construction period of the darn.

it should be noted that the benefits from the 6th to the 10th Year
would be substartially higher tn those shown in Taule 22 if furtr.er in-estiga.
tion should substantiate the claim of some Egyptian authorities that 6 milliard
rather than 3 milliaud mi3 of additional water couid be stored behind the coffer.
dam one year after its completion. In that event it would be possible to
provide nater for abou 600V,000 LedUans of new land. As a result it is probabIl
that the economic benefits in the form of higher agricultural output would
Stat±ly rise ,FIUo the uth yea- to a total of perhaps IE 33 million in the
10th year. By that year the ratio of net benefits to the investment would
thienj bet- -v Lne,

In evaluating the relationship of the investrent to the benefits a
number of factors should be borne in mind:

(1) The investmnent is rather high because all of the investment
incidental to the expansion of the culitivated area, includi.rg housing, schools,
hospitals, public utilities, etc. have been included0



(2) The cost-benefit relationship will improve still further when
ultimately, as the result of further growth in the power demand, it becomes
necessary to install generating canacitv at the dam in addition to the
720,000 kw now contemplated. Since much of the investment for this second
phase of the nower instqallationn inclulding the power tunnpels. cnnreting work.
etc., amounting in all to BE 31 million (exclusive of interest during con-
struction) iwill already have henn made; the incremental inveqstnent will be
much smaller in relation to the additional benefits than for the first phase
of' the pTower program.

IV m- nH- nv f on¶ram+ -tra -"4' ,n +. i.
4

-p~ ni- w,av- l-ia hal,nii -iral inel(3) The rte comn __,¼ p _ce at which p__ has been valued
leaves out of account the benefits which are likely to accrue to industry from
theant- annge of u Singn- a more conorim

4
c al pnc,v-er supplyr tha at p- resent.

I-- -I~ -1 4-- leeI s=me up _A- "' 2_ rsAo ns 0'14 4 nc ,-d
\L4 / h L.J'LJIV a v UJi UCX4LEt t UIU 2 L C U U .bJ. J.LL iLC.LU.LW L £ UW L L, L ELL' XCE

the very great indirect effect which tMNe increase in agricultural incomne is
IL't,Q UU iictVu Vii. ±11UU±ME: JIi UIAi=± ZI JU± U 0± ui LAIC iii;y LiUL . LL IIU.UO.LY.

trade, finance and other services. As already indicated, agricultural income
.-wl II the 4 rir1a- dee.,r,n Of1- the -4ve--en of ntoaincomae as aVi.L±J. A: U LIZ jJ±.LIId±,LY UZUe -JJLLii1~1LU V. ii o.k. ILiJ. Jiid± .L xiu:t 

whole. A roughly corresponding increase in income in the non-agricultural
;:C1,ors cannioitUU, Vi L)Uf iaLr, be simlJ±y tA11 l.J UI'x i11tVl ti U ae. .ai.S II e

Aali since additional investment will also be recouired in these sectors.
Huoevrer, th-e proportion of this additional investment to the income generated
will probably be more favorable than the proportion of the investment in
Sadd el-Aali to the inrease in income dl-rectly attribuLtable L,o tU i s pojcOt.
The comnmercial and financial sectors will certainly be able to handle a
larger volime of trade .without a proportionate increase in invesr,ent; and,
in view of the existence of some idle capacity, the same may well be true of
transport and industry in part.

In view of the factors indicated above, the total increase in
national income directly and indirectly attributable to Sadd el-Aali may
ultimately be in the range of 35 to [C0% of investment. Thus the project
would have an overall capital-output ratio which justifies the conclusion
that the investment would be economically worthwhile,

This conclusion regarding the economic soundness of the investment
is reinforced by the consideration that the alternative opportunities of
raising national output by other, non-agricultural investment projects are
extremely limited. While there are opportunities for certain industrial
projects and some expansion of inclustrial output may take place gradually as
labor and managerial skills improve and production costs are brought down,
it has been made clear in this report and the economic report that a sub-
stantial increase in agricultural income is needed if income from industry,
commerce and, other sources is to expand significantly. Without Sadd el-Aali
the growth in the economy is likely to lag greatly behind the probable in-
crease in the population. Under these circumstances, this would result in
a steady7 pressure on the standard of living, inth serious implications for
the future social and political evolution of the country. While Sadd el-Aali
may offer little prospect that ERypt will be able thereafter to enjoy a high-
er standard of living than at present, it will prevent, as a minimum, a dis-
astrous deterioration in this standard and will, as already pointed out, give
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Eg7pt a transition period which will provide opportunity for broadening the
industrial base of the country and slowing up the present rate of population
growth.

The Financial Results

The nroblems involved in financing the proJect cluring the construc-
tion period are discussed in the economic report. Here it is proposed only
to examine the effect of the project on the government's income and to de-
termine whether the income and savings accruing to the government will be
sufficient to meet all the financial charges growing out of the project.

The diree-t finqnnial resnlts of the pnroiect can be calculated by
adding (1) probable government receipts from newly irrigated land, particularly
in the form of lannd taxes, (2) potential revenue from power and (3) savinEs

in flood control expenditures.

In Egypt special charges are not made for irrigation water. Since
in essence there is no agricultural land nother than irrigated land, the land
tax is in effect also an irrigation tax. This tax is assessed on the basis
of the yield of t-he land and is reassessed once imnrovements increasing the

yield are completed. It may be expected that the tax on newly reclaimed and
irrige land w_l be aut LE - pe feddan. The additicnal tax that. will

be imposed on basin land which has been converted to perennial irrigation
m-ay be about tE 2 per feddan. Thus the total additional government revenue
from 1.3 million feddans of newly irrigated land and 670,000 feddans of
conmerted basin 1-'nd will 1+im.-xl-T approximate ;E 6.5 mi5llion per year

As a result of the increase in production and export of rice and cotton, on
which export taxes are levied, the tota ' mount of export taxes collected
may also be higher by about BE 1 to 2 million per year.

Additional revenue will also be derived from the sale of public
land -which w"ll be p-ut ulder -irigation. Hw much of such land wiMl be sold
will depend on the ultimate selection of areas for irrigation, but it may
well be considerable. In View of 4the lack of information regarding the amount

of public land likely to be sold and the price that will be charged, no cal-
culation has been made of the income accruuing to the government on this amount.
However, it may well exceed BE 25 million.

The net cash income from powver based on a rather conservative esti-
mate of tne power rate which could be charged will, as pointed out pre-viously
in the report, rise ultimately to around BE 15.5 million per year. This sum
is net of operating and maintenance costs, but inclusive of the cash reserves
for depreciation which in principle are available for debt retirement.

The savings in government expenditures resulting from effective
flood control have already been estimated elsewnere in this report at about
LE 1.5 million per year.
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Thus when tne project comes to full fruition the total annual in-
crease in government revenues plus savings in government expenditures would
be about iZ 25.0 million quite apart from the proceeds of possible public
land sales. From this sum must be deducted the cost to the government of
maintaining the dam and maintaining and operating the necessary drainage and
irrigation works which has already been estimated at about BE h.0 million.
The net improvement in the government's financial position resulting directly
from the project would accordingly be around BE 21 million.

As in the case of the economic benefits, the financial benefits will
accrue in the main only after the completion of the dam, i.e. after ten years.
Their incidence in time may be set forth roughly as follcws (in LE millions)?

Table 23

Years after Beginning of Construction

5 10 Ultimate

Receipts from agriculture 1,5 3 a/ 8.0
Income from power _ 5.6 15.7
Flood control savings - 1.5 L 5

Total 1.5 10.1 a/ 25.2

a/ Subject to upward revision if more water can be stored behind
the cofferdam.

By comparison with the econcmic benefits; the increase in government
income derived directly from the additional agriculture will be extremely
modest as Iong as the nresent system of taxation is maintnined. Taxes on
agriculture have always been light, and most of the government revenue from
agricumltmure accrues indirectly throuigh taxs on tradej finanre and industry

whose income is largely dependent on agriculture. On the other hand, the
notential net cash revemnies from power are lArge. MnreAvner- since they will
not be commingled with tax receipts, they can be more easily used to retire
deht: rontrnPetd iin Conn,.+Ann with +the Sadrd ol-Aali nrv'nigi-+. Tn a i r,cedi'

section of this report it has already been shown that of the government
ehnarm*- a wholeale rate of 4 milliemes per .e , the r.et cash 4r"'ome over a
15-year period would be sufficient to pay off a debt of LE 101 million, equi-
valent. +n +.'he inzestmen.t in poer o aci ite8 an.d still leavre a supluses
timated to be LE 74 million.

The question arises, however, whether government revenues from the

In examining the possibility of retiring such loans it should be pointed out
+li u+ +idating w a few d ecades. Apat fo t_h-e +vestment in powserl mosP-sV .44 ~ .0 , J a-U A'WA U%v4 13 E; vilu uvLIur v s .IVE I.IIt:Js AAL _L 

liquidating within a few decades. Apart from the investment in power, most
Of111 wich hasc t aLL more -LVI L."=e ie and al.l of whichel could easi.Lly be paidu off
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within 15 years, the project will continue to serve the economy for an
indefinite number of years. With proper maintenance, Sadd el-Aali will
be able to supply irrigation water for centuries. In other words, as a
counterpart of any debt contracted for the project the government will
have an asset of great and enduring value. At the higher level of national
income which the project will make possible, the government can carry a much
larger public debt than at present.

The debt contracted for the project cannot, of course, be expected
to have a maturity equal to the life of the project. It has already been in-
dicated that the cash income from power would be sufficient to retire a debt
of at least LE 101 million which would more than cover service on the foreign
loan or loans of LE 70 million whnich, it has been assumed, would be contracted
for the project. The domestic debt, insofar as it is not paid off from net
power revenues during the first 15 years after the comple-tion of the dam,
would presumably have to be refinanced, particularlv since this debt would
carry shorter maturities, namely 10 to 15 years, than the foreign debt. Thus,
during the 15 year period when the LE 101 million investment in power is being
paid off, the government may have to meet maturities on part of the remainder
of the debt or, as a minimum, will incur the interest charges on this remain-
ing debt. After the initial 15 year period the net income from power would
become available for the retirement of the remaining debt, thus gradually
eliminating the need for refinancing.

The government's total tax revenues are likely in the future to be
sufficient to service a rather large debt. It has already been indicated
that Egypt's national income will probably be at least 55% higher than at
present when the full fruits of Sadd el-Aali are realized. On this basis
it can be expected that the governmernt's tax revenues would, as a minimum,
be 50% greater. These additional revenues will, of course, be largely used
to finance an inevitable intervening expansion of government services. The
regular government budget (exclusive of receipts and expenditures of public
enterprises), out of which debt service will for the most part have to be
provided, would then total approximately BE 300 million. Within this total
it should not be difficult to provide for additional interest charges of about
BE 6.h million and sinking fund payments of perhaps another xE 3.6 million to
provide a reserve for debt retirement when and if that should become necessary
or desirable. A total annual financial charge of this dimnension would repre-
sent only about 3% of the government budget.
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The project represents the most feasible ard economic method of obb-
taining a very large volume of over-year storage of heretofore wasted flood
waters of the Nile River which is essential for expanding crop production*
The location is the most suitable on the Main Nile for a project of this
nature and is strategic for full flood protection of Egypt. A valuable as-
set in electric power will also be developed by the project.

Water, rather than land_ is the limiting factor for agricultural pro-
duction in Egypt. The cropped land available for the large and rapidly ex-
pandina agrarian nopulation in 1953 was only 0*70 feddans per head as com-
pared with 0.90 feddans in 1927. The increase in population in Egypt, now
at a rate of about 2G5% per vear. makes it essential that additional irri-
gation supplies be developed.

The design of the project is sound and the estimated cost and con-
struction schedule is reasonable. The benefits to be derived from the
project justify the costse

The reservoir capacity of the project is the optimum obtainable. The
desipn &anacity wounild prov:ide regulation of the Nile for a minimum draft
approximately equal. to the average river discharge for the past 55 yeats6
Furthermore, in,wPas -iD design capacity vxouzld rapidlv approach the limit
of diminishing returns because of the increased ratio of evaporation lossesb
These losses for the selected resenroir voli-ime- althoajgh large in artual
amount, are in fact less in proportion to the storage obtained than for any
other reservoirs on the e-y -m

Of the vaious schemes proposed for anrnuai rgulation, rad-el-.Aa14
is unouestionably superior, since other proposed annual storage reservoirs
would even in th,e aggregatC have insufficie1ndt storage capaci ty because 1

the other reservoirs that have been proposed would not even in the aggre_
gate WIV1 avilabUe .or L -VI-f.L8ULU1 asL riLacl water as Sa1dA el-Aa'L.

Thile project is consistent -with, and would be an effective contrU>ib-
tion toward the sound development of the PTile Basin as a whole. It provides
basicall-y annuval storage and thus is not a substitute for the Centur Storage
scheme which is designed to regulate long wet and dry cycles. The two are
thLerefore com-plementary.

The soundnMess of the -project, however, is dependent or, certdin
conditions:

a. There should be a satisfactory agreement between Egypt and
the Sudan ( o) fOr the dIvIsion of water -esruiaces af±u-r
development by the project, and (:i) for relocation of
population displaced by the construction of the reservoir.
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b. The Government of Egypt should make satisfactory arrangements
or provision for the finances needed for the completion of
the project and of the additional facilities required to
assure the successful utilization of thie water and electric
power resources developed.

c. The Gaoermient should initiate a program leading to the
selection of areas to be irrigated in a way which will ensure
the maximum economic return from the additional water made
available by the project.

d) The Government should devise policies and legislation which
would ensure that the Drivate investment necessary to reclaim
the new lands would be forthcoming.

e) In addition to the consultants already selected for the civil
-orks portion of the project (Sir Alexander Gibb anid Partners),
properly qualified consultants should be selected and given
responsibility for technical supervision of the other phases
of the project. The services of all consultants should be con-
tinued throughout the construction Period, and should include
the preparation of plans, specifications, bidding documents,
analysis of bids and sunervision of construction.

f-. areat etare should 'h e:ercised in selentin Onualified prime
contractors for construction.

g. The International Board of Consultants should, in accordance
*r th present plans, be conmti.n.ued d1uring the period of design
and construction of the project to provide needed advice on
-- 1 V AL-a-l Anon n - -, cosruto rsA e-A s and *usual +n .nic5

problems that may develop during execution of the project.

h. The Government should take steps to establish an approrriate
Dower a,utho-r-ty to ta-ke chiarge of vie urans,ission anXd sa-le

of electric power and integrate it into an overall suoply for
LAAh -- co ar, 1.der markelt LLA i.ng and 4tariff4 arrangema;t yvich 11VVL.".

assure its most effective utilization under sound business
managemLento
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APPEINIX 4T

FORE,CAST A

GROWTH IN Jt LO0X O AND 'zCIAL SALES

(Columns (2) to (9) inclusive, kw thousands; colunn (10) kwnih miiillions)

Electric Peak Government
Exclusive of ConVersion oJ' amp_ng for 50/s
Irrigation & ilewv Industrial Mechanical to Total Commercial Irrigation & Fertilize Tlotal P'eak Commercial Peak Total Commercial

Year Dxxi&gt Pea _ _- lectrical Peak Dra: __age _ Plrt'Pear jols. S. 6 ?J 7) (3/2 Co'iL) .6) ales

(1) (2) (3) (a) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)

1953 257 257 15 272 129 1.130

1954 268 26i8 15 283 134 1,174

1955 285 285 16 301 145 1,253

1956 304 4 3(8 16 32.4 154 1,349

1957 323 8 331 16 347 166 1,454
1958 344 16 360 17 377 180 1,577
1959 367 33 400 17 417 200 1,752
1960 391 52 443 18 150 611 222 1,9,45

1961 417 71 488 18 150 656 244 2,137

1962 444 92 5'36 18 150 704 268 2,3L48

1963 476 114 590 19 150 759 295 2,5B4

1964 508 137 20 66 5 19 150 834 333 2,917

1965 541 163 40 7144 32 150 926 372 3,259

1966 576 189 60) 825 44 150 1,019 413 3,618
1967 614 218 80 912 66 150 1,128 456 3,995
1968 653 250 100) 1,0(3 88 150 1,241 502 4,393
1969 696 282 12(0 1,098 110 150 1,357 549 4,765

1970 741 317 140 1,19'8 132 150 1,L79 599 5,247

1971 739 354 160 1,3(3 154 150 1,6C06 652 5,712

1972 841 392 180 1,4413 176 150 1,738 707 6,193
1973 895 434- 200 1,5,29 198 150 1,877 765 6,701
1974. 953 478 220 1,651 216 150 2,017 826 7,236

1975 1,016 526 240 1,782 232 150 2,164 891 7.805

Assu,mptiOn: Use increases at rELte of 6-1/25, per annum, doubling Ln 11 years: that 1953-5 mechanical peak- will be converted to electrical 1964-75; that

Government irrigation and Tpujmping will be as forecast by iP1w.



APPflDIX III

F0Q&&ALT B

00.3;H IN PEA LOAI) ID MCI SAL

(Columns (2) to (8) inclusive, lcr thouLsands; column (9) kwh millions)

Conavers'Lon of Governzent Total Poek
Electric Peak Mschani oal Pumping for Including 5051a Commercial Totsl] Comnerciial
ExcluLsive of Power to Total Co=mercial Irrigation & Fertilizer Peak (Excludes Sales (Excludes

Year mInkaa&z IknLstrial I'eak Electrical P _ eak _ Dairi< _ PLant _ hrill . FertePItil.lize .
tiP (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 78) (9)

1953 117 140 257 15 272 129 1,130
19j4 :125 149 274 15 289 137 1,2001955 134 15;8 292 16 3CC 146 1,279

19'i6 :L45 16 313 16 329 157 1,375
19i7 i56 1719 335 16 351 168. 1,472
19'i8 168 1590 358 17 375 179 1,5681959 L80 202 382 17 399 191 1,673
*1960 193 21.5 408 18 576 204 1,787

1961 208 29 437 18 605 219 1. ,918
1962 ;724 243 467 18 635 234 2, 0501963 :240 25;9 499 19 668 250 r2,190
1964 258 275 20 5553 19 712 277 2,427
1965 277 252 40 609 32 791 305 2,672

1966 298 311 6o) 669 44 863 335 2 935
196!7 320 3311 80) 731 66 947 366 3,zo6
1968 :345 351 100 796 88 1,034 398 3,.486
1969 370 374 120) 864 1.10 1,124 432 3.784
197'0 i4O 397 140 937 132 1,,219 469 4,108

1971 1430 422 160 1,012 1,54 1,,316 5o6 4,433
1972 1462 448 180 1,090 176 1,416 545 4,774
1973 500 477 200 1,177 1.98 1,525 589 5,16o
19714 542 507 220 1,269 216 1,635 635 5,563
1975 '585 540 24t 1,365 2.32 1,747 683 5,983

Column 13) - 1953 indastrial peak iwas 140,000 IkW, and In addition ildustry had a mechanical reEk: of 250,000 kW equilvalent (out of 514,000 kW
equivalent installed.). Txins tota:L indLLstrial energy used 1953-55 was 390,000 kW ecnuivalent.

Colver I(7) - Includes 150,000 kW after 1960 for fertilizer plant.

Assumption: In period 1955-75, public utility uses (other than industry) will in1crease 5 fold and industry use will dorble. Government
irrigation and drainage according to schedule forecast by Minister of P1bllc Works.
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